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Information for Members of the Public:- 
 
Part I of the Agenda includes items for discussion in public.  You have the right to 
request to inspect copies of Minutes and reports on this Agenda as well as the 
background documents used in the preparation of these reports. 
 
An update report is circulated at the meeting.  Where members of the public have 
registered to speak on applications, the running order will be changed so that those 
applications can be considered first on their respective parts of the agenda.  The 
revised order will be included in the update. 
 
Part II of the Agenda (if applicable) deals with items of "Exempt Information" for 
which it is anticipated that the public may be excluded from the meeting and neither 
reports nor background papers are open to public inspection. 
 
Delegation - All items are presumed to be matters which the Committee has 
delegated powers to determine.  In those instances where delegation will not or is 
unlikely to apply an appropriate indication will be given at the meeting. 
 

Public Speaking 
 

Agenda items involving public speaking will have presentations made in the 
following order (subject to the discretion of the Chairman): 
 
 Introduction of item by officers; 
 Councillors’ questions to officers to clarify detail; 
 Representations by objector; 
 Representations by supporter or applicant (or representative); 
 Clarification of any points by officers, as necessary, after each speaker; 
 Consideration of application by councillors, including questions to officers 
 
All speakers will be called to the designated area by the Chairman and will have a 
maximum of 3 minutes to address the Committee. 
 

If you have any queries about this Agenda or require any details of background 
papers, further documents or information you should contact Lynette Cadwallader 
Committee Services Officer, Wyre Forest House, Finepoint Way, Kidderminster, 
DY11 7WF.  Telephone:  01562 732729 or email 
lynette.cadwallader@wyreforestdc.gov.uk  



 
Declaration of Interests by Members – interests of members in contracts and other 
matters 
 
Declarations of Interest are a standard item on every Council and Committee agenda and 
each Member must provide a full record of their interests in the Public Register. 
 

In addition, alongside the Register of Interest, the Members Code of Conduct (“the Code”) 
requires the Declaration of Interests at meetings.  Members have to decide first whether or 
not they have a disclosable interest in the matter under discussion. 
 

Please see the Members’ Code of Conduct as set out in Section 14 of the Council’s 
constitution for full details. 
 
 
 
Disclosable Pecuniary Interest (DPI) / Other Disclosable Interest (ODI) 
 
DPI’s and ODI’s are interests defined in the Code of Conduct that has been adopted by the 
District. 
 
If you have a DPI (as defined in the Code) in a matter being considered at a meeting of the 
Council (as defined in the Code), the Council’s Standing Orders require you to leave the 
room where the meeting is held, for the duration of any discussion or voting on that matter. 
 
If you have an ODI (as defined in the Code) you will need to consider whether you need to 
leave the room during the consideration of the matter. 
 

 
 

WEBCASTING NOTICE 
 

This meeting is being filmed* for live or subsequent broadcast via the Council’s website site 
(www.wyreforestdc.gov.uk). 
 
At the start of the meeting the Chairman will confirm if all or part of the meeting is being 
filmed.  
 
You should be aware that the Council is a Data Controller under the Data Protection Act 1998. 
The footage recorded will be available to view on the Council’s website for 6 months and shall 
be retained in accordance with the Council’s published policy. 
 
By entering the meeting room and using the public seating area, you are consenting to 
be filmed and to the possible use of those images and sound recordings for 
webcasting and or training purposes. 
 
If members of the public do not wish to have their image captured they should sit in the 
Stourport and Bewdley Room where they can still view the meeting.   
 
If any attendee is under the age of 18 the written consent of his or her parent or guardian is 
required before access to the meeting room is permitted.  Persons under 18 are welcome to 
view the meeting from the Stourport and Bewdley Room. 
 
If you have any queries regarding this, please speak with the Council’s Legal Officer at 
the meeting. 
 
*Unless there are no reports in the open session 

 

http://www.wyreforestdc.gov.uk/


 
 
NOTES 
   

 Councillors, who are not Members of the Planning Committee, but who wish to attend 
and to make comments on any application on this list or accompanying Agenda, are 
required to give notice by informing the Chairman, Solicitor to the Council,or Director of 
Economic Prosperity & Place before the meeting. 

 

 Councillors who are interested in the detail of any matter to be considered are invited to 
consult the files with the relevant Officers to avoid unnecessary debate on such detail at 
the Meeting. 

 

 Members should familiarise themselves with the location of particular sites of interest to 
minimise the need for Committee Site Visits. 

 

 Please note if Members wish to have further details of any application appearing on the 
Schedule or would specifically like a fiche or plans to be displayed to aid the debate, 
could they please inform the Development Control Section not less than 24 hours before 
the Meeting. 

 

 Members are respectfully reminded that applications deferred for more information 
should be kept to a minimum and only brought back to the Committee for determination 
where the matter cannot be resolved by the Director of Economic Prosperity & Place. 

 

 Councillors and members of the public must be aware that in certain circumstances items 
may be taken out of order and, therefore, no certain advice can be provided about the 
time at which any item may be considered. 

 

 Any members of the public wishing to make late additional representations should do so 
in writing or by contacting their Ward Councillor prior to the Meeting. 

 

 For the purposes of the Local Government (Access to Information) Act 1985, unless 
otherwise stated against a particular report, “background papers” in accordance with 
Section 110D will always include the case Officer’s written report and any letters or 
memoranda of representation received (including correspondence from the Highway 
Authority, Statutory Undertakers and all internal District Council Departments). 

 

 Letters of representation referred to in these reports, together with any other background 
papers, may be inspected at any time prior to the Meeting, and these papers will be 
available at the Meeting. 

 

 Members of the public should note that any application can be determined in any 
manner notwithstanding any or no recommendation being made. 

 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Wyre Forest District Council 
 

Planning Committee 
 

Tuesday, 18th October 2016 
 

Council Chamber Wyre Forest House, Finepoint Way, Kidderminster 
 

Part 1 
 

Open to the press and public 
 

Agenda 
item 

Subject Page 
Number 

1. Apologies for Absence 
 

 

2. Appointment of Substitute Members 
 
To receive the name of any Councillor who is to act as a substitute, 
together with the name of the Councillor for whom he/she is acting. 
 

 

3. Declarations of Interests by Members 
 
In accordance with the Code of Conduct, to invite Members to 
declare the existence and nature of any Disclosable Pecuniary 
Interests (DPI’s) and / or Other Disclosable Interests (ODI’s) in the 
following agenda items and indicate the action that they will be 
taking when the item is considered.  
 
Please see the Members’ Code of Conduct as set out in Section 14 
of the Council’s Constitution for full details. 
 

 

4. Minutes 
 
To confirm as a correct record the Minutes of the meeting held on 
the 20th September 2016. 
 

 
 

7 
 

5. Applications to be Determined 
 
To consider the report of the Development Manager on planning 
and related applications to be determined. 
 

 
 

12 

6. Planning and Related Appeals 
 
To receive a schedule showing the position in relation to those 
planning and related appeals currently being processed and details 
of the results of appeals recently received.  
 

 
 

38 
 

7. The Housing and Planning Act 2016 – including impact of the 
Welfare Reform & Work Act 2016 on Housing Provision 
 
To consider a report from the Director of Prosperity and Place 
which informs Planning Committee of the headline inclusions 
contained within the Housing and Planning Act 2016 and how they 
relate to planning and the impact of the Welfare Reform and Work 
Act 2016 in terms of housing provision within the District.  
 

 
 
 

44 



8. Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett 
 
To consider a report from Director of Prosperity and Place which 
informs Members of the results of the public consultation on the 
draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett and 
to seek adoption of the proposed finalised Local Heritage List.  
 

 
 

52 

9. Local Heritage List Procedures 
 
To consider a report from Director of Prosperity and Place which 
informs Members of the introduction of revised guidance from 
Historic England in respect of the selection criteria for Local 
Heritage Lists and to seek adoption of this criteria, for all future 
additions and alterations to the Local Heritage List. 
 

 
 

85 

10. Section 106 Obligation Monitoring 
 
To consider a report from Director of Prosperity and Place that 
gives details of the most current Section 106 Obligations which 
require monitoring.  
 

 
 

93 

 To consider any other business, details of which have been 
communicated to the Solicitor to the Council before the 
commencement of the meeting, which the Chairman by reason 
of special circumstances considers to be of so urgent a nature 
that it cannot wait until the next meeting. 
 

 

11 Exclusion of the Press and Public 
 
To consider passing the following resolution: 
 
“That under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the 
press and public be excluded from the meeting during the 
consideration of the following item of business on the grounds that 
it involves the likely disclosure of “exempt information” as defined in 
paragraph 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A to the Act”. 
 

 

 

Part 2 
 

Not open to the Press and Public 
 

12 New Enforcement Cases 
 
To receive a report from the Director of Economic Prosperity and 
Place on new enforcement cases.  
 

 
 

- 

13 Enforcement Matters 
 

To receive a report from the Director of Economic Prosperity and 
Place that provides members with a summary on enforcement 
matters, and specifically the volume of new complaints.  
 

 
 

- 

14 To consider any other business, details of which have been 
communicated to the Solicitor to the Council before the 
commencement of the meeting, which the Chairman by reason 
of special circumstances considers to be of so urgent a nature 
that it cannot wait until the next meeting. 
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WYRE FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 

 
COUNCIL CHAMBER, WYRE FOREST HOUSE, FINEPOINT WAY, 

KIDDERMINSTER 
 

20TH SEPTEMBER 2016 (6:00 PM) 
 

 Present:  
 
Councillors: S J Williams (Chairman), C Rogers (Vice-Chairman), S J M Clee, 
I Hardiman, J A Hart, M J Hart, D Little, N Martin, F M Oborski MBE, J A Shaw and 
R J Vale. 
 
Observers: 

  
 There were no members present as observers. 
  
PL.22 Apologies for Absence 
  
 Apologies for absence were received from Councillors: J Aston and J R Desmond.  

 
PL.23 Appointment of Substitutes  
  
 Councillor I Hardiman was a substitute for Councillor J R Desmond. 
  
PL.24 Declarations of Interests by Members 
  

Councillor R J Vale declared an ODI in respect of application number 
14/0060/HHED, New House Farm, Belbroughton Road, Blakedown Kidderminster 
as she was friends with the owner, however as the matter was only to be noted, she 
did not think that it would prejudice her position and would remain in the room. 
 
Councillor M Hart advised the Committee in respect of application 16/0382/FULL 
that he was one of the Ward Members and had seen a lot of correspondence in 
support of this application which he has read but would judge the application on its 
merits.  
 
Councillor I Hardiman advised the Committee in respect of application 
16/0382/FULL, that he was one of the Ward Members and had visited the property, 
but came to the meeting with an open mind and would judge the application on its 
merits. 

  
PL.25 Minutes  
  
 Decision:  The minutes of the meeting held on 16th August 2016 be confirmed 

as a correct record and signed by the Chairman. 
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PL.26 Applications To Be Determined 
  
 The Committee considered those applications for determination (now incorporated 

in Development Control Schedule No. 546 attached). 
  
  
  
 Decision:  The applications now submitted be determined, in accordance with 

the decisions set out in Development Control Schedule No 546 attached, 
subject to incorporation of any further conditions or reasons (or variations) 
thought to be necessary to give full effect to the Authority's wishes about any 
particular application. 

  
PL.27 Planning and Related Appeals 
  
 The Committee received details of the position with regard to planning and related 

appeals, still being processed, together with particulars of appeals that had been 
determined since the date of the last meeting. 

  
 Decision:  The details be noted. 

 
PL.28 Exclusion of the Press and Public 

 
Decision:  That under Section 100A(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 the 
press and public be excluded from the meeting during the consideration of 
the following item of business on the grounds that it involves the likely 
disclosure of “exempt information” as defined in paragraph 3 of Part 1 of 
Schedule 12A to the Act. 
 

PL.29 New Enforcement Case 
 
The Committee received a report from the Director of Economic Prosperity and 
Place on a new enforcement case. 
 

 Decision: The Solicitor to the Council receive delegated powers to serve or 
withhold a Listed Building Enforcement Notice for the reason detailed in the 
confidential report to the Planning Committee. 

  
 There being no further business, the meeting ended at 7.26 PM 
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WYRE FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
 

20th September 2016 Schedule 546 Development Control 
 

The schedule frequently refers to various standard conditions and notes for 
permission and standard reasons and refusals.  Details of the full wording of 
these can be obtained from the Development Manager, Wyre Forest House, 
Finepoint Way, Kidderminster. However, a brief description can be seen in 
brackets alongside each standard condition, note or reason mentioned. 
 

Application Reference: 16/0431/FULL& 16/0432/LIST 

Site Address: 17 HIGH STREET, BEWDLEY, DY12 2DH 

16/0431/FULL: APPROVED subject to the following conditions:- 
 
  1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
 2. A11 (Approved plans) 

3. B1 (Samples of roof lights, windows and doors on the proposed kitchen 
to be submitted and approved by the Local Planning Authority)  

4. Final design of elevations and external materials of the summer house 
to be submitted and approved prior to construction 

 
16/0432/LIST: APPROVED subject to the following conditions:- 
 
 1. A7 (Listed Building/Conservation Area Consent) 
 2. A11 (Approved plans) 

3. B1 (Samples of roof lights, windows and doors on the proposed kitchen 
to be submitted and approved by the Local Planning Authority)  

4. Final design of elevations and external materials of the summer house 
to be submitted and approved prior to construction  

 
 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0189/FULL 

Site Address: HOPLEYS CAMPING & CARAVAN SITE, CLEOBURY ROAD, 
BEWDLEY, DY12 2QL 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions: 
 
 1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
 2. A11 (Approved plans) 
 3. Materials as per the approved plans 

 4. Access, turning and parking (Modified) 
 5. Cycle Parking  
 6. Gas Protection 
 7. Drainage plans for the disposal of foul and surface water flows to be 

submitted to and approved. 
 8. The scheme shall be implemented in accordance with the approved 

drainage details. 
 
 Notes 
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A Severn Trent Water advise that there may be a public sewer located 
within the application site and encourage the applicant to investigate 
this. Please note that public sewers have statutory protection and may 
not be built close to, directly over or be diverted without consent. If 
there are sewers which will come into close proximity of the works, the 
applicant is advised to contact Severn Trent Water to discuss the 
proposals and we will seek to assist with obtaining a solution which 
protects both the public sewer and the building.  

B Please note, when submitting a Building Regulations application, the 
building control officer is required to check the sewer maps supplied by 
Severn Trent and advise them of any proposals located over or within 3 
meters of a public sewer. In many cases under the provisions of 
Building Regulations 2000 Part H4, Severn Trent can direct the 
building control officer to refuse building regulations approval. 

 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0280/FULL 

Site Address: 43 SPRINGHILL RISE, BEWDLEY, DY12 1EA 

APPLICATION DEFERRED PENDING A SITE VISIT. 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0382/FULL 

Site Address: THE GRANARY, WATERY LANE, YIELDINGTREE, BROOME, 
STOURBRIDGE, DY9 0EL 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. A6   Full with No Reserved Matters 
2. A10 Personal Permission 
3. A11 Approved Plans 
4. B1  Samples of Materials 

 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0225/FULL 

Site Address: BLAKESHALL LANE, BLAKESHALL, WOLVERLEY, 
KIDDERMINSTER, DY11 5XW 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions. 
 
 1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 

2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. B5 (Timber staining) 
4. E12 (Stables – drainage required) 
5. J35 (Manure storage/disposal) 
6. No floodlights 
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Application Reference: 16/0265/FULL 

Site Address: BEWDLEY MEDICAL CENTRE, DOG LANE, BEWDLEY, DY12 2EF 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions 
 
 1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
 2. A11 (Approved plans) 
 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0390/FULL 

Site Address: 16 BROOKSIDE WAY, BLAKEDOWN, KIDDERMINSTER DY10 3NE  
 

APPROVED subject to the following  
conditions: 
 
1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters)  
2. A11 (Approved plans) 

 
 
 

Application Reference: 16/0420/RESE 

Site Address: STOURPORT HIGH SCHOOL and 6th FORM COLLEGE, 
KINGSWAY, STOURPORT-ON-SEVERN, DY13 8AX 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. A4 (Reserved matters only) 
2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. Tree protection in accordance with B J Unwin report and method 

statement. 
 
 
 

Application Reference: 16/0427/FULL 

Site Address: 57 BIRMINGHAM ROAD, BLAKEDOWN, KIDDERMINSTER, DY10 
3JW 

APPROVED, subject to the following condition: 
 

1. A11 (Approved plans) 
 
 
 

Application Reference: 16/0481/FULL 

Site Address: WEST MIDLAND SAFARI PARK, SPRING GROVE, BEWDLEY, 
DY121LF 

APPROVED subject to the following conditions: 
 

1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. B6 (External details – approved plan) 
4. Drainage 
5. No storage in floor void 
6. Tree Protection 
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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY TO REPORT OF  
 DEVELOPMENT MANAGER  
 
Planning Committee 18/10/2016 
 
 
PART A Report 
 
Ref. Address of Site Recommendation Page No. 
 
16/0280/FULL 43 SPRINGHILL RISE    APPROVAL   13 
 BEWDLEY 
 
 
 
PART B Reports 
 
Ref. Address of Site Recommendation Page No. 
 
 
16/0401/FULL 17 RODEN AVENUE    APPROVAL   22 
 KIDDERMINSTER 
 
 
16/0480/S106 TESCO STORES LTD   DELEGATED APPROVAL 27 
 CASTLE ROAD    
 KIDDERMINSTER 
 
 
16/0526/FULL LAND ADJOINING  APPROVAL   32 
 WINTERDYNE  
 REDHILL    
 BEWDLEY 
 
 
16/0527/LIST WINTERDYNE    APPROVAL   32 
 REDHILL  
 BEWDLEY 
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WYRE  FOREST  DISTRICT  COUNCIL 

 
PLANNING COMMITTEE 

18TH OCTOBER 2016 
 

PART A 

 
 
 

Application Reference: 16/0280/FULL Date Received: 09/05/2016 
Ord Sheet: 379118 275764 Expiry Date: 08/08/2016 
Case Officer:  Paul Round Ward: 

 
Wribbenhall & 
Arley 

 
 
Proposal: Demolition of existing apartments to provide 16 new dwelling 

houses with associated landscaping and parking for affordable 
housing 

 
Site Address: 43 SPRINGHILL RISE, BEWDLEY, DY121EA 
 
Applicant:  Oakleaf Commercial Services 
 
 

Summary of Policy DS01, DS03, CP01, CP02, CP03, CP04, CP11, CP12 
(CS) 
SAL.DPL1, SAL.CC1, SAL.CC2, SAL.CC7, SAL.UP7, 
SAL.UP9 (SAAPLP) 
Sections 6 and 7 (NPPF) 

Reason for Referral  
to Committee 

‘Major’ planning application 

Recommendation APPROVAL 
 

THIS APPLICATION WAS DEFERRED FROM THE 20
TH

 SEPTEMBER 2016 PLANNING 
COMMITTEE MEETING FOR A MEMBERS’ SITE VISIT 

 

 

1.0 Site Location and Description 

 
1.1 The site relates to nos. 45-91 (odd numbers) Springhill Rise, Wribbenhall, 

Bewdley.   Springhill Rise is located off Queensway and leads to Damson 
Way to the west and Shaw Hedge Road to the north.  The site currently is 
occupied by two blocks of 12 flats fronting onto Springhill Rise.  To the north 
across Springhill Rise are bungalows and to the south are residential 
properties accessed off Grey Green Lane.  Residential properties also are 
situated on either side of the site.    

 
1.2 The application seeks for the demolition of the existing blocks and the 

construction of 16 properties with associated parking areas. 
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16/0280/FULL 
 
 
2.0   Planning History 
 

2.1 None of relevance. 
 
 
3.0   Consultations and Representations 
 
3.1 Bewdley Town Council – No objection to the proposal and recommend 

approval of the demolition of the existing apartments.  However, the 
arrangements proposed with regards car parking, particularly in view of the 
potential for on-street parking from visitor parking, is of concern and will 
impact detrimentally on road safety in this (currently unobstructed) area. 

 
3.2 Highway Authority – No objection subject to a condition and notes.  The 

existing speed ramp on Shaw Hedge Road will need to be pulled back to 
allow access to the parking spaces for Unit 1.  This can be included in the 
S278 works. Whilst the number of spaces is below the current highway 
standards, the proposed level of parking is a betterment on the existing 
situation.  There will be an increase from 0 to 22 car parking spaces. Springhill 
Rise measures approximately 6 meters and as such there is capacity for 
vehicle turning from the proposed spaces.  If residents choose to park on the 
opposite side of the road and it creates difficulties the County Council could 
implement a Traffic Regulation Order to restrict parking in this area. Overall 
there will be a net gain to the transport network with the development. 

 
3.3 Arboricultural Officer –  No objection 
 
3.4 Countryside Conservation Officer – No objection subject to a condition to 

secure ecological enhancements as detailed within the ecological appraisal  
 
3.5 West Mercia Police Crime Prevention Design Advisor - No objections.  My 

only criticism is regarding the arrangement of the refuse bins and the side 
gates.  The gates should be moved forward level with the front building line, 
so that the bins have to be stored behind the gates. The current arrangement 
means the bins can be used as a climbing aid to climb the gate and gain 
access to the rear of the property 

 
3.6 Worcestershire Regulatory Services - 

 
CONTAMINATED LAND 
WRS have reviewed the submitted documents entitled ‘Ground Investigation 
and Test Report for a proposed Residential Development at 45-91 Springhill 
Rise, Wribbenhall, Bewdley, Worcestershire’ produced by GIP Ltd, dated 2nd 
December 2015, reference DAP/240058. This report is deemed to represent 
an appropriate desk study and site investigation.  WRS recommend that a 
condition should be attached to any planning permission granted should 
unexpected contamination be encountered following demolition at the site. 
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16/0280/FULL 
 
 
AIR QUALITY 
The cumulative impacts on air quality from individual sites in local areas 
should be determined (NPPF para. 124). As an alternative to undertaking an 
Air Quality Assessment the applicant can adopt mitigation measures which 
are aligned with County LTP Policies and may be incorporated as part of the 
development. This will assist in alleviating pollution creep arising in the 
general area. WRS therefore make the following recommendations with 
consideration of the National Planning Policy Framework Paragraphs 29, 35, 
109, 120, 124:  
 
SECURE CYCLE PARKING  
It is recommended that secure cycle parking facilities are incorporated into the 
design of commercial developments and domestic plots without sufficient 
exterior space to allow for secure cycle storage. Full details of the location, 
type of rack, spacing, numbers, method of installation and access to cycle 
parking should be provided as determined by Worcestershire County Council 
LTP3 Policy and AQAP Measure 5.3.7. 
 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING 
The provision of more sustainable transport modes will help to reduce CO2, 
NOx and particulate emissions from transport. In order to make the properties 
ready for EV charging point installation, appropriate cable provision and 
isolation switches must be in place so that future occupiers could  
easily fit the necessary socket for electrical vehicles to be charged in the 
garage, driveway or allocated car parking space. For developments with 
unallocated parking i.e. flats/apartments 1 EV charging point per 10 spaces 
(as a minimum) should be provided by the developer to be operational at 
commencement of development. 
 
ELECTRIC VEHICLE CHARGING POINTS FOR DOMESTIC PROPERTIES 
Appropriate cabling and an outside electrical socket must be supplied for each 
property to enable ease of installation of an electric vehicle charging point 
(houses with dedicated parking). For developments with unallocated parking 
i.e. flats/apartments 1 EV charging point per 10 spaces (as a minimum) 
should be provided by the developer to be operational at commencement of 
development. The charging point must comply with BS7671. The socket 
should comply with BS1363, and must be provided with a locking 
weatherproof cover if located externally to the building. 
 
LOW EMISSION BOILERS  
Boiler NOx emissions from building heating systems contribute to background 
NOx concentrations and the following condition is recommended; (note this is 
also an option in BREEAM assessments and the cost of a low NOx boiler is 
the same as a standard boiler) 
 

3.7 North Worcestershire Water Management –No objection subject to condition 
and note 

 
3.8 Severn Trent Water – No objection subject to condition 
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16/0280/FULL 
 
 
3.9 Neighbour/Site Notice  (Original plans) – 6 letters of objection have been 

received raising the following issues: 
 

 Access and methodology for construction and demolition 

 Increased height of properties will adversely impact on properties to 
rear through dominance and loss of privacy. 

 The need to protect trees 

 Concern over the materials proposed. 

 Potential for solar panels to rear which could impact on amenity 

 The need for maintenance of landscaping areas. 
 

(Revised plans) – 1 letter of objection received.  “We cannot see from 
reviewing the information on the website that our original concerns have been 
addressed.” 
 
 

4.0   Officer Comments 
 
4.1 The proposal seeks for the redevelopment of the existing site, including the 

demolition of the existing blocks of 24 flats in total and the creation of 16 
residential properties.  The proposal is made up of 10 two bedroom dwellings 
and 6 three bedroom properties. 

 
 POLICY CONTEXT AND PRINCIPLE OF DEVELOPMENT  
4.2 The development of previously developed sites within the urban areas of 

Bewdley is supported by Policies DS01 and DS03 of the Adopted Wyre Forest 
Core Strategy and Policy SAL.DPL1 of the Adopted Wyre Forest Site 
Allocations and Policies Local Plan, although this is limited to windfall sites of 
5 or less dwellings. 

 
4.3 The site is clearly previously developed land.  However, on face value the 

total number of dwellings is strictly beyond the policy limit of 5 dwellings.   The 
policy limit is centred on windfall sites and the creation of 5 additional 
residential units.  On this occasion there will be a reduction in the number of 
units and as such the ceiling limit of 5 additional units will not be reached.   I 
therefore consider that the policy tests have been met and that the 
development is acceptable in principle. 

 
 LAYOUT 
4.4    The 16 properties are laid out in 8 pairs of semi-detached properties and 

positioned more or less on the footprint of the existing blocks of flats.  The 
quantum of development decreases the density and is more akin to the 
character of density in the surrounding area.  Parking is provided to the front 
of the properties, which although is not prevalent in the form as proposed 
within the area it is considered acceptable in this instance.  Garden lengths 
are generous at approximately 22m and allow for provision of sheds and 
protection of trees on the boundaries. 
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16/0280/FULL 
 
 
4.5 The overall layout is acceptable reflecting the character of the area and will 

not lead to an overdevelopment of the site. 
 
 DESIGN AND EXTERNAL APPEARANCE 
4.6 The proposed elevations show that the two types of properties are identical in 

appearance albeit the 3 bedroom property is approximately 0.8m wider.  They 
are shown as being constructed of brick and tile with appropriate window and 
door provision to the front side and rear.  Whilst some comments have been 
made in respect of materials it is considered that the use of brick and tile fits 
the style and design of the surrounding properties and is acceptable.  In any 
event materials will be a condition for approval prior to works commencing on 
site. 

 
4.7 The height of the proposed dwellings are shown as being approximately 8m 

tall and smaller than the existing blocks which measure between 8.5m and 9m 
in height.  However the existing ground level is about 2m lower than the 
pavement level.  The proposal seeks to raise the level of the site so that level 
access and parking can be provided to new properties avoiding the existing 
step arrangements which are not ideal and should not be replicated if at all 
possible.  The revised plans have reduced the roof pitch of the properties and 
the amount to which the ground is to be raised.   This has resulted in the 
properties being about the same height as the existing blocks or at a worst 
case scenario on parts of the site 0.5m higher.   The revised streetscene 
drawing shows how that the properties will fit in within the row of properties 
and be acceptable in this context. 

 
4.8  I am satisfied that the design and external appearance of the properties are 

now acceptable in the locational context in which the site sits.    
 
 IMPACT ON NEIGHBOUR AMENITY 
4.9 The site is surrounded by residential properties and, whilst it is a 

redevelopment of the site, it is important to ensure that the level of impact is 
no greater than that which exists at present.  

 
4.10 To the rear the closest property in Grey Green Lane is Pony Paddock which is 

approximately 22m away from the development and although lower than the 
development site is screened by trees on the boundary.  Whilst other 
properties in Grey Green Lane may not be afforded the level of screening, 
they are a further distance away.  To the front of the properties the bungalows 
on Springhill Rise are approximately 20m away and at a higher level.   Given 
the distances involved I do not feel that the proposed development will 
adversely impact on amenity of these properties either through dominance or 
loss of privacy, indeed the level of impact will be similar to that which exists at 
present. 
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4.11 No 41 Springhill Rise, to the east of the site, has no side facing habitable 

room windows and therefore will remain unaffected.  To the west lies 1a 
Damson Way, which is orientated so that the rear of the property faces the 
side of development site with a lounge and kitchen window at ground floor.  
Although the property closest to this property could be up to 0.5m higher it is 
situated 1m further away, and such any impact will be mitigated.  The 
proposed property adjacent to No.1a is designed so that the side facing 
windows serve a bathroom at first floor and secondary lounge window at 
ground floor along with a kitchen door, these will all be obscure glazed.  I am 
therefore satisfied that there will be no adverse impact over and above the 
existing situation. 

 
 ACCESS AND PARKING 
4.12 Parking will be provided in the front of the properties with access directly from 

Springhill Rise.  Parking is provided on the basis of 2 spaces for each of the 
three bed properties and 1 space for each of the two bed properties.   Based 
on the County Council’s Interim Parking Standards (February 2016) the 
development should provide 2 spaces for all the properties and as such there 
is a deficit of 10 spaces.  However this must be looked at in the context of the 
existing development where there are 24 properties with no parking 
whatsoever with reliance on parking on-street.   The table below provides a 
comparison of parking provision of the existing flats against that the dwellings 
now proposed. 

  

 No of 
Properties 

Off Street 
Provision 

On Street 
Provision 

Total 
Provision 

Existing 24 0 18 18 

Proposed 16 22 4 26 

 
Members will appreciate that that is a discernible decrease in number of 
properties but an increase in the total provision of parking spaces.  Whilst not 
meeting the current standards I agree with the Highway Authority that the 
current proposal provides a marked benefit to highway safety through 
providing off street parking for the proposed development.   The required 
cycle spaces will be provided within the sheds shown within the garden areas. 

 
4.13 I appreciate and have some sympathy with the Town Council’s comments in 

respect of the parking situation across the whole of the Springhill Estate and 
how that the effective removal of on-street parking may have an impact on 
properties opposite.  However, a number of the bungalows opposite have 
existing driveways and do not rely upon on-street parking.  I understand that 
in the main the properties opposite are within the ownership of Wyre Forest 
Community Housing and as such it will be a matter for the company in 
conjunction with the Highway Authority to manage any difficulties that may 
arise.   
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 4.14 Based on the conclusions of the Highway Authority and the consideration of 

the material factors in this case, I am happy that there will be overall benefit to 
highway safety and parking provision. 

 
 TREES AND LANDSCAPING 
4.15 The rear of the site contains a number of large trees, which provide an 

attractive backdrop and screening between the site and the properties in Grey 
Green Lane.  It is proposed to retain the majority of the trees, although some 
of the poor quality specimens and those close to the development footprint will 
be removed.  The Arboricultural Officer is happy with the proposals and offers 
no objection subject to tree protection measures for those trees to be retained.   
Landscaping is proposed to the front of the properties to break up the parking 
areas.  No specific details are provided at this stage, but I am confident that a 
suitable landscaping scheme can be arrived at and can be submitted as part 
of the pre-start condition process. 

 
 OTHER ISSUES 
4.16  Severn Trent Water has been consulted on this application and has issued a 

‘no objection’ response subject to conditions.  It is worthy of note that the 
proposal is a reduction in dwellings and therefore a reduction in drainage 
requirements.   As this is a major application there is a requirement to 
consider a full drainage strategy which will need to incorporate Sustainable 
Urban Drainage systems as well as demonstrating 30% betterment in surface 
water run off.   

 
4.17 One neighbour has raised concern over the methodology of demolition and 

access arrangements for construction traffic.  Such matters will be controlled 
by condition and the requirement for a Construction Environmental 
Management Plan as part of a pre-start condition.      

  
 
5.0   Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 The proposed development of the site is acceptable in principle and provides 
a quality of design and layout that reflects the character of the area and will 
not result in additional significant loss of amenity to adjoining residential 
properties.   Parking provision has been carefully considered in light of the 
issues in the surrounding area and the existing reliance of on-street parking 
and has been found to be acceptable.   
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5.2 It is therefore recommended that the application be APPROVED subject to 

the following conditions: 
 
1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. B1 (Samples/details of materials) 
4. B11 (Details of enclosure) 
5. B13 (Levels details) 
6. C2 (Retention of existing trees) 
7. C3 (Tree protection during construction) 
8. C6 (Landscaping – small scheme) 
9. C8 (Landscape implementation) 
10. Contaminated land 
11. Drainage 
12. Submission of CEMP 
13. Highways 
14. Ecology enhancements 
15. Obscure Glazing 
16. Low emission boilers 

 
NOTES 
A. Public Right of Way 
B. Drainage 
C. Highways 
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WYRE  FOREST  DISTRICT  COUNCIL 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
18TH OCTOBER 2016 

 

PART B 

 
 

Application Reference: 16/0401/FULL Date Received: 07/07/2016 
Ord Sheet: 384017 277210 Expiry Date: 01/09/2016 
Case Officer:  John Baggott Ward: 

 
Broadwaters 

 
 
Proposal: Two storey rear extension, side dormer extension as per 

previous approval (16/0017/FULL) with revised ground floor side 
facing windows 

 
Site Address: 17 RODEN AVENUE, KIDDERMINSTER, DY102RF 
 
Applicant:  KAW Securities Ltd 
 
 

Summary of Policy CP11 (CS) 
SALUP7, SAL.UP8 (SAAPLP) 

Reason for Referral  
to Committee 

Development Manager considers that application should 
be considered by Committee 

Recommendation APPROVAL 
 

 

1.0 Site Location and Description 

 
1.1 The application property is a detached, two storey, hip roofed dwelling set 

back from the road behind a front drive.  The property faces onto Roden 
Avenue, which is a residential road which links Birmingham Road and Hurcott 
Road, Kidderminster. 

 
1.2 The property is within an established residential area, being surrounded by 

residential properties of varying sizes and designs. 
 
1.3 The current application seeks permission for alterations to extensions 

previously approved in respect of the property. 
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2.0   Planning History 
 

2.1 The current application is the latest in a line of alterations to the originally 
approved extensions to the dwelling, with the history summarised as follows: 

 

 15/0306/FULL – Two storey rear extension and dormer extension to the 
side : Approved 17/09/15 (by Planning Committee following a Committee 
Site Visit) 

 15/0557/FULL – Two storey rear extension and dormer extension to the 
side (amendment to previously approved application) : Approved 16/11/15 
(under Scheme of Delegation) 

 16/0017/FULL – Two storey rear extension and dormer extension to the 
side (amendment to previously approved application) : Approved 09/03/16 
(under Scheme of Delegation) 

 
 
3.0   Consultations and Representations 
 
3.1 Kidderminster Town Council – No objections 
 
3.2 Neighbour/Site Notice – Two letters of objections have been received from the 

neighbours on either side of the application property.  Within the objections 
there are a number of references to the applicant’s alleged attempt to 
circumvent the planning system and make incremental changes.  Whilst it is 
the case that the amended applications have, at least in part, been 
retrospective and in some case been submitted after the intervention of 
Planning Officers, Members will be aware that the Planning legislation allows 
for such applications, without penalty. 

 
 The planning grounds of objection are summarised as follows: 
 

 The original conditions were imposed to preserve privacy and amenity and  
nothing has changed in this respect; 

 The works have already taken place; 

 Previous changes to window sizes and numbers only accepted on the 
basis that they remained obscure glazed; 

 Number of roof lights within the main roof has increased 
(Officer comment:  The roof lights do not require planning permission and 
do not form part of this or any of the earlier planning applications). 

 Clear glazing but with sealed windows (i.e. no opening lights) would 
provide a clear view into neighbouring gardens and first floor bedrooms. 
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4.0   Officer Comments 
 
4.1 Longstanding Members of Planning Committee may recall the original 

planning application (15/0306/FULL) for extensions to the host property, which 
was the subject of a Committee Site Visit before being approved, subject to 
conditions.  The reason for the Site Visit was for Members to better appreciate 
the relationship between the proposed two storey rear extension and the 
neighbouring detached properties at Nos. 15 and 19 Roden Avenue. 

 
4.2 The planning permission granted consent for a 5.0m deep, two storey rear 

extension to provide a so-called garden room with 2 no. bedrooms above, 
along with the introduction of a side facing dormer to provide a pair of en-suite 
bathrooms, allied to internal alterations to the property. 

 
4.3 As already highlighted under paragraph 2.1 of this report, the original 

application has been the subject of further amendments since the initial 
permission was granted, which can be summarised as follows: 

 
 15/0557/FULL 

 Minor repositioning of rear extension to a more central position; 

 Minor increase in width of rear extension 
 

16/0017/FULL 

 Alterations to facing bricks for rear extension; 

 Introduction of roof lights to serve light shafts to first floor bedrooms; 

 Alteration to ground floor side facing windows. 
 

It is the latter change that is of most direct relevance to the current planning 
application. 
 

4.4 In recommending approval for the original planning permission.  Officers were 
mindful that first floor side windows within the dormer extension and the 
proposed ground floor side windows within the rear extension had at that time 
the potential to result in potential overlooking of the neighbouring properties.  
That being the case, a condition was imposed requiring the side facing 
windows (at both first floor and ground floor) to be obscure glazed, with the 
only opening lights (opening part of the window) being permitted at a height in 
excess of 1.7m above the floor level of the room they serve.  This condition 
has been repeated throughout the subsequent applications to amend the 
development as summarised above. 

 
4.5 As part of the amended permission granted by virtue of application 

16/0017/FULL, the ground floor side facing windows were amended such that 
the windows facing to the north (towards the garden fence with No. 19 Roden 
Avenue) were reduced in width from 1.2m wide (for each of the 2 no. 
windows) to 0.6m wide (per window) but were slightly taller at 1.5m as 
opposed to 1.1m. 
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4.6 To the south (facing the boundary with No. 15 Roden Avenue) the originally 

proposed 2 no. ground floor windows (again 1.2m in width) were replaced by 
3 no. narrower (0.6m wide) but taller windows, the same design and 
appearance as those within the north elevation. 

 
4.7 The current application proposes a further amendment to those which have 

been previously been granted, and now seeks permission for the ground floor 
windows described above (5 no. in total) to be clear glazed, with top-opening 
lights only.  In all other regards, the extension, which is now substantially 
completed, would remain unaltered from the most recent amended (and 
approved) layout.  The first floor windows (contained within the dormer) would 
remain obscure glazed. 

 
4.8 There is no doubt that any proposal to replace the previously conditioned side 

facing first floor windows from obscure glazed to clear glazed would be 
resisted, due to matters of potential overlooking and impact upon privacy.  
However, Officers do not consider that the same arguments remain in respect 
of the ground floor windows (serving the so-called garden room). 

 
4.9 With respective distances from the windows in question to the boundaries with 

the neighbouring properties of some 3.6m (to the north) and 2.6m (to the 
south), these windows do not look directly out over the neighbouring 
properties.  Added to which, on both sides there are 1.8m high boundary 
fences.  It is the case, however, that these boundary fences were present at 
the time of the original planning application, and yet it was deemed 
appropriate to impose the obscure glazed requirement upon the side windows 
at that time. 

 
4.10 However, of particular significance, is the fact that during the intervening 

period between the original application and this current application, both 
properties on either side have erected, or are in the process, of erecting 
sizeable ground floor rear extensions.  In the case of No. 15 Roden Avenue, a 
new orangery has been constructed (under the Larger Home Extension 
permission development rights), which replaced a smaller conservatory, and 
extends out some 4.2m to the rear of that property.  Whilst No. 19 Roden 
Avenue has also sought and secured prior approval for a Larger Home 
Extension (again under permitted development rights) extending rearwards by 
as much as 8.0m (i.e. the maximum permissible), and featuring 3 no. side 
facing (towards No.17 – the application property) roof lights. 

 
4.11 The upshot of the extensions described above is that the side facing windows 

within the rear extension of the host property (No. 17 Roden Avenue) now 
face towards blank side walls on either side.  As such, any previous concerns 
regarding potential overlooking of private gardens from these windows is now 
without foundation. 
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4.12 Members will have noted that the neighbours’ objections include reference to 

a loss of privacy to first floor bedroom windows.  It is rarely the case that a 
loss of privacy would be likely to occur as a result of the introduction of new 
ground floor windows in relation to existing first floor windows, as is being 
suggested.  Officers do not consider that any such loss of privacy would occur 
in this case, especially given the narrow nature of the windows in question 
and the acute angle of the relationship between the windows in question. 

 
4.13 In light of the above, and notwithstanding the previous condition imposed (at 

least in part) in respect of the side facing ground floor windows, it is 
considered that the current application can be supported for the removal of 
the obscure glazing requirement for the ground floor windows only. 

 
5.0   Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 It is perhaps understandable that the neighbours in this case have expressed 
concerns regarding the incremental, and in some instances, retrospective 
nature of the changes made to the originally approved extensions and 
alterations to the host property.  However, as previously stated, Planning 
legislation allows for such applications, without penalty, and these must be 
considered on their merits. 

 
5.2 This latest amendment relates purely to alterations to the glazing of previously 

approved windows.  As described above, the situation in respect of the 
neighbouring properties has changed since the original planning permission 
was granted, such that Officers consider that the use of clear glazing for the 
narrow ground floor windows, with a top-opening window (light) only, is now 
acceptable and it would be unreasonable to insist that these remain obscurely 
glazed, as was previously the case. 

 

5.3 It is therefore recommended that the application be APPROVED subject to 
the following conditions: 

 

1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. B6 (External details – approved plan) 
4. The first floor windows in the north and south elevations shall be glazed 

with obscure glass and designed to be non opening unless the parts which 
can be opened are more than 1.7m above the floor level of the room in 
which they are located and shall thereafter be retained as such.  The 
ground floor windows in the north and south elevations shall designed to 
be non opening unless the parts which can be opened are more than 1.7m 
above the floor level of the room in which they are located and shall 
thereafter be retained as such.   

5. The windows serving the new bathroom at first floor in the west elevation 
shall be glazed with obscure glass and shall thereafter be retained as 
such. 

6. J1 (Removal of Permitted Development Rights) 
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Application Reference: 16/0480/S106 Date Received: 11/08/2016 
Ord Sheet: 383073 276303 Expiry Date: 06/10/2016 
Case Officer:  Paul Round Ward: 

 
Blakebrook & 
Habberley South 

 
 
Proposal: Modification of the S106 agreement attached to planning 

permission WF450/96 in order to allow Tesco Stores Ltd 
flexibility to introducing alternative car park control measures, to 
ensure that the car park is used only by customers 

 
Site Address: TESCO STORES LTD, CASTLE ROAD, KIDDERMINSTER, 

DY116SW 
 
Applicant:  Tesco Stores Ltd 
 
 

Summary of Policy CP03 (CS) 
SAL.CC2 (SAAPLP) 
National Planning Policy Framework  
Planning Practice Guidance 

Reason for Referral  
to Committee 

Application involving proposed Section 106 obligation 

Recommendation DELEGATED APPROVAL 
 

 

1.0 Site Location and Description 

 
1.1 The application site relates to the Tesco retail store in Kidderminster.  The site 

is located off Corporation Street and lies adjacent to the Weavers Wharf retail 
area and close to Kidderminster Town Centre. 

 
1.2 The store was granted approval in 2000  
 
 
2.0   Planning History (of relevance) 
 

2.1 WF.0450/96 - Outline: Part Dem. & Redevelop. of Existing Buildings & 
Erection of New Buildings for: Class A1, A2, A3, B1, C3, D2 a Petrol Filling 
Station, Bus Interchange, Ass. Car Parking, Landscaping & Engineering 
Works inc. Realignment & Opening Up of River Stour : Approved 

 
 
3.0   Consultations and Representations 
 
3.1 Kidderminster Town Council – No objection and recommend approval  
 
3.2 Highway Authority – No objection  
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3.3 Neighbour/Site Notice – 1 letter of objection received.  The nature and extent 

of the content of the objection is such that Officers consider that to summarise 
the content, as is usual practice, may serve as to dilute the full range of issues 
raised.  The objection is therefore, on this occasion, reproduced in full. 

 
I wish to object to this application. 
I feel the changes need to be seen in a wider context than pure changes to  
planning permission ref WF450/06. The full consequences of the changes 
need to be considered along with the proposed car park management system 
outlined in application  ref 16/0482/ADVE 

 
Reason for objection: 
1. I feel that the measure has nothing to do with managing car parking for  
customers and is purely to give Tesco Stores Ltd and their contractor 
Highview Parking carte blanche to introduce any system they like to the 
detriment of the shopper and raise revenue for Highview Parking and Tesco 
through such schemes that, with this amendment, may be changed at any 
time without notice. 

 
2. The application speaks of the removal of barriers at the car park as they  
are no longer necessary. The barriers have not existed for a number of years  
and indeed could provide a better solution to the supposed problem, if  
customers were to obtain a token to exit the car park at the till. 

 
3. The modification of paragraph 1 schedule 4 to read "To take all reasonable  
steps to ensure that the car park is used only by customers of the retail  
store and for a maximum period as specified by Tesco Store Ltd" seems to fly  
in the face of the implication that linked trips to the town centre are  
available. Although the planning portal does not allow viewing of the original 
application for the building of the store which may include this, it is  
alluded to in the consideration of application ref 09/0602/S106 concerning  
Morrison's store on Green St, paragraph 4.8 " ..It was acknowledged that only 
the Tesco Store offered such an opportunity for linked trips.." 

 
4. The reasonable steps to be taken are not defined so how can any test of  
reasonableness be carried out 

 
5. The use of ANPR to monitor car parks in lieu of barriers. ANPR is   
notoriously unreliable and it is perfectly possible for a vehicle not to be  
registered either leaving or entering the car park due to something, another  
vehicle perhaps, blocking the line of sight. The internet has many examples  
where two trips have been made on separate occasions and the motorist is  
accused of staying over the permitted time. i.e the camera system has 
recorded first entry and last exit but not the intervening exit and entrance. If 
this application is allowed then there must be a condition added that any 
ANPR system  is subject to a publically available system of audit to ensure 
such errors do not occur.   Is the use of fallible technology a reasonable step? 
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6. The system proposed by Tesco Store Ltd to manage the ANPR system (as  
outlined in application 16/0482/ADVE that complements this application)  
suggests that the motorist must input their registration number when  
validating their ticket. This is fraught with problems as motorists may  
accidentally input the incorrect number (especially if driving a hire or  
courtesy car).  In the event this application is accepted it should be  
considered that the ANPR system must show an error to the motorist if a car  
registration that has not been logged entering the car park is input. There  
must also be a system to allow on the spot resolution of such issues to avoid  
the motorist being penalised. 

 
Further the notices outlined in application ref 16/0482/ADVE indicate a period  
of free parking. ANPR does not measure parking. It measures time between  
entrance and exit which is a different thing. For instance a motorist may  
enter the car park at 0900hrs, see a sign advertising two hours free parking.  
At a  busy time ( Christmas week)   they may spend 5 minutes finding a 
parking space. Leave their car and check their watch. It is now 0905hrs. At 
1103hrs they return to their car and spend some minutes queuing to leave. 
They pass the camera at 1110hrs. 1 hour 58 minutes parking has turned into 
2 hours 10minutes  and a £70 charge. 

 
7. Modification of paragraph 2 schedule 4 so that it reads “Tesco will  
introduce an excess charge as they consider appropriate.." An Excess Charge  
Notice (ECN) is a criminal matter. Tesco Stores Ltd do not have such 
authority 

 
To sum up: The changes outlined  I feel will be to the detriment of the   
motorist using the Tesco store and I can foresee many motorist innocently  
falling foul of this proposed system, or any future change that Tesco Stores  
Ltd feel necessary, that  the acceptance of this amendment will allow. To give  
such sweeping and none specific powers to Tesco Stores Ltd at this site as  
applied for without any system of checks for reasonableness or safeguards for 
fallible technology will be a mistake for the reasons I have outlined above. 

 
 
4.0   Officer Comments 
 
4.1 The original application submitted in 1996, as referred to at Paragraph 2.1 of 

the report, was for the whole Weavers Wharf development including the 
Tesco store.  As part of this approval a S.106 Agreement was signed which 
placed requirements on the car parking arrangements. 
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4.2 The agreement specifically bound Tesco to proving 573 spaces that would be 

barrier controlled providing for a maximum stay of two and a half hours.  In 
addition clause 2 of fourth schedule stated “Tesco will introduce an excess 
charge of up to a maximum of £5.00 for preventing use of the Car Park unless 
they are users of the Car Park who shop at the Retail Store who will be 
allowed to park for a maximum of up to two hours and forty minutes at no 
charge provided that they spend a minimum of £5.00 in the Retail Store during 
that stay.”  It also gave Tesco the ability to review the spend figure every five 
years and it could be increased if there was any significant rise in the Retail 
Price Index. 

 
4.3 Members will be aware that Tesco currently operate their store at 

Kidderminster without barrier control and without the implementation of the 
minimum spend policy.  The application has been submitted as Tesco state 
that they are finding that their car park is coming under considerable pressure 
and is being used by non-Tesco customers. This limits the number of spaces 
available to shoppers, detracting from the attractiveness of the store as a 
main food shopping location, and in turn impacting on its trading performance.   

 
4.4 Tesco therefore propose to introduce new measures to control the car park 

whereby there will be 30 minutes free parking, Tesco customers however will 
be permitted to stay for up to two and a half hours if they spend a minimum of 
£5 in store. Customers will be given a voucher at the till after their shop which 
can be scanned into one of the proposed automated ticket validation terminals 
within the car park. Those who don’t validate their parking or stay longer than 
the prescribed period will be issued a penalty charge notice of £70, reduced to 
£40 if paid in 14 days. 

 
4.5 In order to manage this arrangement, Tesco propose to install automatic 

number plate recognition (APNR) cameras, payment terminals and associated 
enforcement signage within the store car park.  

 
4.6 A separate application has been submitted for the advertisement elements of 

the scheme.  This application purely deals with the modification that is 
required to the S.106 Agreement.. 

 
4.7 The modifications required are minor as the general principle of the minimum 

spend policy has already been agreed by the original agreement.  The original 
submission sought to allow Tesco to a have free hand in setting the 
arrangements of the car management policy.  Following discussions with 
Officers the Applicants have amended the proposals so that the changes now 
proposed are;  

 

 the removal of the requirement to have barrier controlled car park 
(deletion of paragraph 1ii of the third schedule and paragraphs 4 and 5 
of the fourth schedule) 

 the flexibility to change the excess charge of up to £10 (modification of 
paragraph 2 of schedule 4)   
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 to change the period of parking for customers to two and a half hours 
so that it accords with the third schedule.  (modification of paragraph 2 
of the schedule 4) 

 removal of the ability to review and increase the minimum spend 
requirement. (modification of paragraph 2 of the schedule 4) 

 
4.8 It is the opinion of Officers that these changes are minor and do not alter the 

original intention of the agreement, and provide the store the ability to provide 
car parking for its customers and not for all members of the public as a 
general car park.  The removal of the requirement for a barrier controlled car 
park is sensible given the highway arrangements and the potential for queuing 
traffic, which was the original reason for their removal following initial opening 
of the store. 

 
4.9 I note the comments made by the member of the public.  The negotiations 

with officers have taken away complete flexibility and have limited the car park 
management arrangement as originally intended.  The concerns over the 
operation of the ANPR system and the ticketing scheme are outside the 
realms of the planning agreement falling to be a matter between Tesco stores 
and their customers.  

 
4.10 Overall I consider the modifications to the S.106 to be acceptable and they will 

not prejudice the agreement as originally intended. 
 
 
5.0   Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 The proposed amendments to the S.106 Agreement attached to planning 
permission WF.0450/96 are acceptable and will allow Tesco to introduce the 
car parking management requirements as originally intended when the 
application was approved. 

 
5.2 I therefore recommend that the Solicitor of the Council be given delegated 

authority to prepare and issue a deed of variation to the Section 106 
Agreement which accompanied Planning Permission WF.0450/96   
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Application Reference: 16/0526/FULL and 

16/0527/LIST 
Date Received: 06/09/2016 

Ord Sheet: 378856 274614 Expiry Date: 01/11/2016 
Case Officer:  Paul Round Ward: 

 
Bewdley & Rock 

 
 
Proposal: Erection of a dwelling (replacement) following demolition in 

bungalow within curtilage of grade II* listed building 
(Winterdyne). 

 
Site Address: LAND ADJOINING WINTERDYNE, REDHILL, BEWDLEY, 

DY122TE 
 
Applicant:  Mr Needham 
 
 

Summary of Policy DS04, CP02, CP03, CP11, CP12 (CS) 
SAL.DPL2, SAL.CC1, SAL.CC2, SAL.CC7, SAL.UP6, 
SAL.UP7 (SAAPLP) 
Paragraph 14, Sections 6, 7, 12 (NPPF) 
Planning Practice Guidance – Design; and Conserving 
and Enhancing the Historic Environment 

Reason for Referral  
to Committee 

Development Manager considers that application should 
be considered by Committee 

Recommendation APPROVAL 
 

 

1.0 Site Location and Description 

 
1.1 Winterdyne is a Grade II* Listed Building built in the mid 18th Century and 

located on the outskirts of Bewdley approximately 0.5 miles to the south-east 
of the Town.  The property is a single dwelling accessed off Red Hill via a long 
sweeping driveway.  Within the curtilage of the dwelling lies a modern 
bungalow originally built to house the warden when the property was a home 
for elderly.  Winterdyne Lodge which is situated at the driveway entrance 
facing Red Hill is a Grade II Listed Building.   

 
1.2 The applicant controls the surrounding agricultural land around the dwelling.  

The whole site is outside the town of Bewdley and is located within the open 
countryside.   

 
1.3 The application seeks for the demolition of the modern bungalow and a new 

replacement dwelling constructed away from the principal listed building of 
Winterdyne.  

 
 
2.0   Planning History 
 

2.1 WF.141/79 – Re-positioning of existing gates : Approved 
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2.2 WF.1061/01 & WF.1061/01(LBC) – Change of use of rest home to single 

dwelling (including internal works), conversion of outbuilding to garage and 
retention of existing bungalow : Approved 17.12.01 

 
2.3 WF.0785/02 & WF.0786/02(LBC) - Replace existing gate in new position in 

steel with brick piers : Approved 24.09.02  
 
2.4 WF.0912/03 (LBC) - Alterations to remove partitioning, installation of new 

internal staircase and external steps, creation of new bathroom and kitchen to 
form single residential dwelling (retrospective). Convert existing outbuildings 
to garaging and swimming pool including removal of internal walls and 
alteration of window openings (part retrospective) L Approved 12.11.03 

 
 
3.0   Consultations and Representations 
 
3.1 Bewdley Town Council – No objection to the proposal and recommend 

approval subject to confirmation from the District Council that the overall 
footprint of the new dwelling will not increase, and efforts will be made to 
ensure that the it complements the existing historic listed building (Winterdyne 
House). 

 

3.2 Highway Authority – No objections 
 
3.3 Historic England  –  No objection subject to a condition requiring the 

demolition of the bungalow and the restoration of the landscape to be carried 
out before the erection of the new dwelling.   

 
Winterdyne House is a very fine mid-18th-century stuccoed house with a 
central entrance portico flanked by bay windows. It is Grade II* listed, placing 
it in the top 8% of listed buildings in the country. It sits in grounds with a 
Grade II listed lodge at its entrance and overlooks the River Severn to the 
rear. There is a bungalow in the front grounds very close to the house, and in 
a key part of the house's setting, which was erected to provide staff 
accommodation for the nursing home that the house had previously been 
used for. It is a negative element in the setting of the heritage asset. 

 
The proposal is to demolish the bungalow and erect a replacement dwelling 
off the main drive close to the entrance. We gave pre-application advice in our 
letters dated 31 July 2015 and 21 March 2016 on this matter. This application 
has largely taken on board our advice therefore we do not object to a 
replacement dwelling in this location. We also consider that the design and 
exact siting of the new house has taken account of the lodge and of the 
approaches to and from Winterdyne House and the overall setting of the two 
heritage assets. Therefore we defer to your expert conservation advice on 
further matters of detail here. The treatment of the access to the new house 
should be particularly scrutinised.  
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The removal of the bungalow will facilitate the restoration of the landscape 
here which should be based on an assessment of the historic maps. No detail 
on this has been submitted. You should seek this information and ensure that 
the hard standing associated with the bungalow is also removed.  

 
As the application affects a listed building, the statutory requirement is to have 
special regard to the desirability of preserving the building, its setting and any 
features of special interest (sections 16, 66, 1990 Act). Under the NPPF when 
considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a 
designated heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset’s 
conservation (paragraph 132). The more important the asset, the greater the 
weight should be. Any harm needs 'clear and convincing justification'. 
Significance can be harmed or lost through development within an asset’s 
setting. Setting is defined as the surroundings in which an asset is 
experienced. Under paragraph 129 your authority should seek to avoid or 
minimise conflict between the asset’s conservation and any aspect of a 
proposal.  

 
We consider that the demolition of the bungalow will enhance the highly-listed 
house and that the erection of the new house will have an impact but will not 
cause a material level of harm to the heritage asset's significance.  

 
3.4 Conservation Officer – No objection subject to conditions requiring approval of 

all external materials; Landscaping proposals for site of former bungalow to 
be approved before commencement of works on site; and demolition of 
bungalow to take place prior to commencement of works on the new dwelling. 

 
This application has been subject to comprehensive pre-application 
discussions with both the applicant’s agent and Historic England. The scheme 
as presented accurately reflects the issues which were identified during those 
discussions and has sought to resolve those as per the pre-application 
advice. 

 
I consider that the demolition of the bungalow and the reinstatement of the 
landscaped garden in which it has been set will improve the setting of the 
Grade II* listed building, and have no objections. 

 
The site proposed for the new dwelling appears to be the least invasive in 
terms of impact on the setting of the Grade II* listed building, and set as it is 
against a mature tree screen it will also sit comfortably within the wider 
landscape. 

 
I agree with Historic England’s comments that high quality materials are 
required to reflect the situation within the curtilage of the Grade II* listed 
building, and agree that UPVC should not be used. Given the profile of the 
fenestration this would seem to lend itself to glazed units set in oak frames. 
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I also concur with Historic England’s view that large areas of glazing agree 
could be discordant within the landscape and thus the glazing should be set 
back into the oak framing as far as possible to minimise this. The use of a 
non-reflective or coated glass could further reduce the impact. 
 
As designed the building will in my opinion sit comfortably adjacent to the 
lodge and thus is compliant with Policy SAL.UP6. 

  
3.5 Neighbour/Site Notice – No third party representations have been received. 
 
 
4.0   Officer Comments 
 
4.1 The existing bungalow was originally constructed as a managers bungalow 

when the property operated as a nursing home.  It is of standard design and 
sits to the south of the principal elevation of the listed building.  Although it has 
been well maintained and finished in a similar render to the main building, its 
close proximity to the main building has a significant adverse impact on the 
front formal garden of the house which is a key part of the house’s setting.   

 
4.2 The bungalow’s occupation is restricted by condition, imposed through 

application WF.1061/01, to be ancillary to the main house in order to avoid the 
fragmentation of the curtilage.   The existing policy framework would support 
the removal of the condition, to allow the bungalow to be sold separately, and 
is therefore acceptable in principle, but the important heritage nature of the 
site would prevent any subdivision of the curtilage.  This renders the existing 
building unsuitable for such a proposal.  There is clearly no longer a need for 
a warden’s bungalow and there is a desire from the Applicant to do something 
with this building. 

 
4.3 It is clear from the comments from Historic England and the Conservation 

Officer that any opportunity to remove the bungalow would be encouraged as 
it would result in significant enhancement to the setting of this important 
heritage asset.  This current situation provides such an opportunity to remove 
the bungalow in favour of a replacement new dwelling elsewhere. 

 
4.4 Policy SAL.DPL2 of the Adopted Wyre Forest Site Allocations and Policies 

Local Plan allows for the replacement of existing residential dwellings and 
provides the opportunity to re-site any replacement should circumstances 
dictate.   The circumstances in this case clearly are compelling and given the 
status of this Grade II* Listed Building, there is an opportunity to enhance its 
setting by siting the replacement dwelling elsewhere within the applicant’s 
control.  Whilst the proposal is not a ‘replacement dwelling’ as normally 
applied for it is considered that the policy framework does allow for this 
eventuality and proposal, which is within the spirit of the policy. 
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4.5 A thorough analysis of the site has been undertaken by the Applicant’s Agent 

in conjunction with the Council’s Conservation Officer and Historic England.  
The new dwelling is proposed to be sited some 180m to the north west of 
Winterdyne House, and 40m to the north of Winterdyne Lodge.  This siting is 
the preferred option of all parties due to the extent of screening from Red Hill 
and nearby properties and completes the cluster of dwellings situated around 
the junction of the Heightington Road.  The proposed location will not cause 
adverse harm to the character of the surrounding landscape, heritage assets 
or neighbouring properties.  On this basis the proposed re-location is 
considered to be acceptable. 

 
4.6 The design of the dwelling has been arrived following pre-application 

consultation with the Council’s Conservation Officer and Historic England.  
The proposed plans show a three bedroom, 1½ storey dwelling with detached 
garage.  The dwelling is proposed to be finished with brick at tiles with two of 
the elevations finished in wood cladding.  The overall design is a modern 
approach to a ‘dormer bungalow’ which is considered to be acceptable in its 
proposed location and provides a quality of design befitting of this historic 
environment.   Access will be provided via the existing driveway, to which the 
Highway Authority has no objections. 

 
4.7 The proposals have been fully considered by both the Council’s Conservation 

Officer and Historic England, both offering a no objection response to 
proposed demolition and the proposed replacement new dwelling.  In fact 
there is clear encouragement and support for the enhancement to the Grade 
II* Listed Building that will result from these proposals. 

 
 
5.0   Conclusions and Recommendations 
 

5.1 The proposed application has received support from the Council’s 
Conservation Officer and Historic England on this basis of substantial 
enhancement to the important Grade II* Listed Building at Winterdyne.  There 
is no longer a need for a warden’s bungalow and the proposed replacement 
dwelling has been designed and sited so as to provide no adverse impact on 
the surrounding landscape, heritage assets or neighbouring properties.   

 
5.2 The proposal is considered to accord with the policies of the Development 

Plan and Government Advice in the National Planning Policy Framework and 
Planning Practice Guidance. 

 
5.3 The comments from the Town Council are noted.  Members are advised that 

the existing bungalow is approximately 100 square metres and the proposed 
dwelling is approximately 90 square metres.  Whilst the new dwelling is taller 
that the existing bungalow, it is considered to meet the replacement dwelling 
criteria which allows for a 20% increase in size.  The views of Historic England 
and the Council’s Conservation Officer have confirmed that the new dwelling 
will not cause harm to the character or setting of Winterdyne House. 
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5.4 It is therefore recommended that: 
 

a)  Application 16/0526/FULL be APPROVED subject to the following 
conditions:- 

 
1. A6 (Full with no reserved matters) 
2. A11 (Approved plans) 
3. B1a (Samples/details of materials) 
4. J1 (Removal of permitted development – residential) 
5. Demolition of existing bungalow prior to works commencing 
6. Details of restoration/landscaping proposals and timescale prior to 

works commencing 
7. C8 (Landscape implementation) 
8. B11 (Details of enclosure) 
9. B13 (Levels details) 
10. E2 (Foul and surface water) 

 
and 
 
b) Application 16/0527/LIST be APPROVED subject to the following 

conditions:- 
 

1. A7 (Listed Building/Conservation Area consent) 
2. A11(Approved plans) 
3. B1a (Samples/details of materials) 
4. Demolition of existing bungalow prior to works commencing 
5. Details of restoration/landscaping proposals and timescale prior to 

works commencing 
6. Implementation of landscaping. 
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 WYRE FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL 

 Planning Committee 18 October 2016 

 PLANNING AND ENFORCEMENT APPEALS 

 Public  
 Written  Inquiry,  
 Appeal and Planning  Form of  Reps. or  Proof of  Hearing or  
 Application Inspectorate Appeal and  Statement  Evidence  Site Visit  
 Number Reference Appellant Site  Start Date Required By  required  date Decision 
 (Proposal) by 
  
 
WFA1440 APP/HH/14/1380 Mr D Scriven NEW HOUSE FARM   WR            08/09/2014  
14/0060/HHED BELBROUGHTON  
  ROAD  BLAKEDOWN  04/08/2014 
 KIDDERMINSTER  

 High Hedge Complaint 
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 Public  
 Written  Inquiry,  
 Appeal and Planning  Form of  Reps. or  Proof of  Hearing or  
 Application Inspectorate Appeal and  Statement  Evidence  Site Visit  
 Number Reference Appellant Site  Start Date Required By  required  date Decision 
 (Proposal) by 

 

 WFA1459 APP/R1845/C/15 Mr D Matthews  GREEN ACRES THE  LI            25/08/2016  
15/0667/ENF /3136640 HOLLOWAY    
   CHADDESLEY  21/07/2016 
 CORBETT  

 Erection of new  
 residential dwelling  
 (Enforcement Case  
 15/0097/ENF) 

 

 WFA1465 APP/R1845/D/16 Mr M Samrai  139 SUTTON ROAD   WR            19/07/2016      Dismissed 
15/0724/FULL /3149580  KIDDERMINSTER   
   DY116QP 14/06/2016         22/09/2016 

 Proposed modification  
 and conversion to  
 form new dwelling 
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 Public  
 Written  Inquiry,  
 Appeal and Planning  Form of  Reps. or  Proof of  Hearing or  
 Application Inspectorate Appeal and  Statement  Evidence  Site Visit  
 Number Reference Appellant Site  Start Date Required By  required  date Decision 
 (Proposal) by 

 

 WFA1466 APP/R1845/W/1 Metro Realty  FORMER WOMENS  WR            20/07/2016  
15/0329/FULL 6/3151236 Homes  ROYAL VOLUNTARY   
 Limited SERVICE HALL   15/06/2016 
 LAND OF LAX LANE    

 Residential  
 development  
 comprising of 4No.  
 Dwellings with  
 associated access  
 and amenities 

 WFA1467 APP/R1845/W/1 Mr N Griffiths BUILDING ADJ 9  WR            16/08/2016  
16/0005/FULL 6/3152536 BURY HALL     
   WOLVERLEY  12/07/2016 
 KIDDERMINSTER  

 Conversion of existing 
  building to 2 bed  
 dwelling 
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 Public  
 Written  Inquiry,  
 Appeal and Planning  Form of  Reps. or  Proof of  Hearing or  
 Application Inspectorate Appeal and  Statement  Evidence  Site Visit  
 Number Reference Appellant Site  Start Date Required By  required  date Decision 
 (Proposal) by 

 WFA1468 APP/R1845/W/1 Mr & Mrs A   LAND ADJACENT TO  WR           20/09/2016  
15/0666/FULL 6/3154782 Downes THE BUNGALOW   
    HEIGHTINGTON ROAD 16/08/2016 
   RIBBESFORD  

 Erection of Dwelling 

 WFA1469 APP/TPO/R1845/ Mr R Woodward 1 SEVERN MANOR  WR           19/09/2016  
 16/0176/TREE 5337  GARDENS     
    STOURPORT-ON- 15/08/2016 
 SEVERN DY130LX 

 Fell Two Cedars and  
 Prune 1 Pine & 1  
 Cedar - shorten back  
 low limbs growing  
 towards the road to  
 suitable growth points 
  and remove the dead  
 and damaged wood  
 within the crowns of  
 both trees. 
 

 WFA1470 APP/R1845/W/1 Mr & Mrs Ivan LAND ADJOINING THE WR            08/11/2016  
16/0257/FULL 6/3158052  Shaw  WOODLANDS   
    WORCESTER ROAD   04/10/2016 
 CLENT STOURBRIDGE 

 Dwelling with  
 garage/garden store & 
  studio over 



  

 
 

 
 

 

Appeal Decision 
Site visit made on 6 September 2016 

by Jonathan Tudor  BA (Hons), Solicitor (non-practising) 

an Inspector appointed by the Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government 

Decision date: 22 September 2016 

 
Appeal Ref: APP/R1845/W/16/3149580 

139 Sutton Road, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11 6QP 

 The appeal is made under section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 

against a refusal to grant planning permission. 

 The appeal is made by Mr M Samrai against the decision of Wyre Forest District Council. 

 The application Ref 15/0724/FULL, dated 18 December 2015, was refused by notice 

dated 18 March 2016. 

 The development is proposed modifications and conversion to form a new dwelling. 
 

Decision 

1. The appeal is dismissed. 

Main Issue 

2. The main issue is the effect of the proposal in respect of its access 

arrangements on the safety of pedestrian and vehicular traffic on Greatfield 
Road. 

Reasons 

3. The appeal site is at the rear of a shop located on the corner of Sutton Road 
and Greatfield Road.  The proposal is to convert parts of the storage and retail 

areas of the shop into a two-bedroom residential unit.  It would front onto 
Greatfield Road not far from its junction with Sutton Road (A4535).  Parking for 

one car would be provided in an ‘undercroft’ garage, beneath part of the first 
floor of the dwelling, with access directly onto the road.  A loading bay, relating 
to the shop, lies adjacent to the proposed access with a bus stop immediately 

next to it towards the junction with Sutton Road.  There are double yellow lines 
on the other side of the road.  

4. At the time of my site visit (10:25), whilst not as busy as Sutton Road, I 
observed a significant, if intermittent, flow of vehicles and pedestrians along 

Greatfield Road.  Though I appreciate that my visit provided only a snapshot of 
highway conditions, I note that Worcestershire County Council, the relevant 
highway authority, carried out a pedestrian count on 27 June 2016 between 

07:30 and 09:30.  It identified 89 pedestrian movements, including 32 
children, crossing the proposed vehicle access area and another 31 movements 

on the opposite footway.  These statistics have not been disputed and the 
presence of two shops and a bus stop contribute towards the likelihood of 
regular and continued pedestrian use of the footway in this largely residential 

area.   
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5. I share the Council’s concern that a car emerging from the parking area would 

not be easily seen by pedestrians using the footway.  Similarly, the driver 
would not be able to see pedestrians as there is no pedestrian vision splay 

proposed or possible.  The situation would be exacerbated if a driver was 
reversing out of the parking area.     

6. The appellant argues that the width of the footway and the presence of 

doorways fronting onto it would lead to pedestrians walking sufficiently far 
away from the building, when approaching the proposed access, to mitigate 

any danger.  Whilst I agree that the footway is reasonably wide, it seems to me 
that the visibility issue described would still arise irrespective of which part of 
the footway pedestrians were using.  Therefore, I am more persuaded by the 

Council’s position that the vehicle access and parking arrangement pose a 
significant danger to pedestrians. 

7. With regard to the safety of vehicular traffic, the Council has expressed 
concern, based on the advice of the highway authority, about the effect of the 
loading bay, when occupied, on the visibility of vehicles emerging from the 

access.  The appellant states that the loading bay is only used occasionally, 
though I observed a vehicle parked in it on my site visit, and that as it is a few 

metres from the proposed dwelling it would not hinder visibility.  However, no 
detailed evidence or expert report has been provided to substantiate that view 
or dispute the highway authority’s professional opinion.  Therefore, I consider 

that the location of the loading bay in relation to the proposed access would 
present a significant risk of a vehicle collision.          

8. It has been suggested that the loading bay could be removed or relocated and 
that this aspect could, therefore, be dealt with by means of a suitable pre-
commencement condition.  However, the loading bay would presumably still 

need to be in the proximity of the shop.  In the absence of any detailed 
proposals or evidence that there is a realistic prospect of the removal or 

relocation of the loading bay, given that it would require a Traffic Regulation 
Order subject to public consultation, I am not convinced that such a condition 
would be appropriate.  I also note that the location of the bus stop next to the 

loading bay is a further constraint.  In any event, it would not resolve the harm 
already identified to pedestrian safety. 

9. The combination of the above factors leads me to conclude that the proposal’s   
access arrangements would pose a significant risk to the safety of pedestrian 
and vehicular traffic on Greatfield Road.  It follows that the proposal conflicts 

with the objectives of Policy SAL.CC1 of the Council’s Site Allocations and 
Policies Local Plan 2006-2026 (adopted July 2013), and paragraph 32 of the 

National Planning Policy Framework, which, amongst other things, seek to 
protect highway safety and ensure that safe and suitable access to 

developments can be achieved.     

Conclusion 

10. For the reasons given above and having regard to all other matters raised, I 

conclude that the appeal should be dismissed.  

Jonathan Tudor  

INSPECTOR 
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WYRE FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
18TH OCTOBER 2016 

 
The Housing & Planning Act 2016 – including impact of the  

Welfare Reform & Work Act 2016 on Housing Provision 
 

 

OPEN 

DIRECTOR: Director of Economic Prosperity and 

Place 

CONTACT OFFICER: John Baggott - Extension 2515 

john.baggott@wyreforestdc.gov.uk 

APPENDICES: None 

 
 
1. PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To inform Planning Committee of the headline inclusions contained within the 

Housing and Planning Act 2016 (hereafter referred to as the H&P Act) and 
how they relate to planning and the impact of the Welfare Reform and Work 
Act 2016 (hereafter referred to as the WR Act) in terms of housing provision 
within the District.  
 

2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 That the changes introduced within the Housing and Planning Act 2016 

and the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 as outlined in this report be 
noted.   

 
3. BACKGROUND 
 
3.1 The Government's Housing and Planning Act received Royal Assent on 12th 

May 2016 and is heralded as a ‘landmark’ Act to enable increased home 
ownership. The contents of the Act and its likely affect locally are summarised 
within this report. 

 
3.2 Members are advised, however, that although the Act has now become law, 

not all the measures have immediately come into force.  Further details are 
still to be set out in subsequent enabling regulations which are likely to be 
issued in the Autumn.  These will serve to put the meat upon the bones. 

  
 
5. KEY ISSUES 
 

AFFORDABLE HOUSING RE-DEFINED 
5.1 Along with the H&P Act, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 

has also re-defined of the term ‘Affordable Housing’, which is widely 
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recognised in planning and housing circles to capture different types of 
housing from social rented to intermediate and affordable rented. What is to 
be added now is affordable home ownership by way of so-called “Starter 
Homes”, the government initiative whereby new-build houses will be 
available to first-time buyers under the age of 40 at a discount of 20% from 
the market price (capped at £250,000 outside London). 
 

5.2 The H&P Act also introduces a new duty on local authorities specifically in 
relation to Starter Homes.  The duty is a general one to promote the supply 
of Starter Homes when planning functions are being carried out - for 
example, when preparing local plans and determining applications. The Act 
also makes provision for the Secretary of State to introduce regulations 
requiring local authorities to only grant planning permission in certain 
circumstances where the development contains Starter Homes. The 
Secretary of State also has powers to issue directions to local authorities to 
comply with the Starter Homes requirement.  For example, a direction may 
require adopted planning policies in a Local Plan to be disregarded if they 
are in conflict with the Starter Homes provision.  
 

5.3 In conjunction with the expectations placed on Registered Providers (RP) 
regarding Right to Buy provisions and coupled with the withdrawal of grants 
from the Homes & Community Agency (HCA) for social housing it appears 
that the direction of travel is towards increasing home ownership.  
 

5.4 It is too early to say yet what the local effect of this is going to be.  On the 
one hand developers will now be able to argue that they are making 
provision for affordable housing in new developments as long as they offer 
a percentage of the houses at 20% below market value (up to the £250,000 
cap) to first time buyers aged under 40, in which case the Council’s ability to 
meet genuine affordable housing need will not be met as it will still remain 
unaffordable to those most in need in the district. To be truly affordable in 
Wyre Forest it is estimated that the upper limit on the value of a Starter 
Home for purchase would need to be around £130,000.   On the other 
hand, for that very reason of affordability, housebuilders may be less likely 
to take the risk of not being able to sell those Starter Homes and may still 
prefer to continue to pass responsibility to the RPs to provide as they have 
historically done through S106 Agreements; in which case affordability may 
still remain an issue as the RPs [without the HCA grant] will find it difficult 
be able to provide socially rented accommodation, and as such we might 
expect to see more shared ownership. 

 
5.5 The Self Build & Custom Housebuilding Act has already given prominence 

to the role of Custom & Self-Build Housing as part of the market and the 
H&P Act introduces a new duty on local authorities to grant planning 
permission for serviced plots, sufficient to meet the demand for self-build 
and custom housebuilding in their areas. This demand will be evidenced by 
the number of people on the registers that Councils have been required to 
maintain since April 1st 2016. At the time of writing Wyre Forest District 
Council currently has 14 people on our register. 
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GRANTING PLANNING PERMISSION IN PRINCIPLE (PIP) 
5.6 A new type of automatic consent has been introduced by the H&P Act 

called "permission in principle" (PiP). This is intended to offer developers 
more certainty about consent at an earlier stage and supposedly improve 
the efficiency of the planning process by avoiding multiple tests on key 
issues such as location, use and quantity of development. Members well 
versed in the different types of planning application will no doubt see 
parallels with the current outline planning application. The PiP, however, 
appears to be a form of Development Order and may be granted in three 
ways:  

 

 Through the keeping of a prescribed Register; 

 Through the allocation in a Local Plan; or, 

 Through an allocation in a Neighbourhood Plan.  
 
It is also possible for an application to be made to the Council for PiP on 
land. Once a PiP is granted it will then be necessary to apply for ‘technical 
details consent’ which might be likened to the current process of submitting 
an application for Reserved Matters subsequent to the granting of an outline 
application. 
 

5.7 The Secretary of State may also require Councils to compile a register of 
specified land (part of the PiP). The Secretary of State will be able to 
prescribe any criteria that the land must fulfil for entry on to the register. It is 
anticipated that such a register is likely to be restricted to Brownfield Land 
suitable for residential development. 

 
5.8 A ‘Planning Freedoms Scheme’ (PFS) is also introduced by the H&P Act. 

This enables the Secretary of State to designate a PFS for a specified area 
and for a specified time, the effect of which is to disapply or modify specified 
planning provisions in order to facilitate an increase in housing. Fortunately 
the PFS is conditional upon it being requested by the Local Planning 
Authority; that the Secretary of State is satisfied that the PFS is required; 
and will have the desired effect of increasing housing.  Any proposed PFS 
will also be the subject of consultation. The PFS is probably best thought of 
in the same context as a Local Development Order (LDO) but specifically to 
incentivise housing delivery. 

 
LOCAL PLANS & NEIGHBOURHOOD PLANS 

5.9 Enhanced powers for the Secretary of State to intervene in plan-making and 
plan examinations are also included within the H&P Act. Undoubtedly these 
changes are designed to enable the Government to meet its commitment 
for all areas to have produced an up to date Local Plan by early 2017. The 
H&P Act enables the Secretary of State to intervene in the adoption of a 
Local Plan through directions regarding the preparation of a Local 
Development Scheme (LDS) or by direction to an examiner holding an 
Examination.  These powers are designed so that the Secretary of State 
can intervene where an authority is failing or omitting to do what is 
necessary in connection with a revision, preparation or adoption of a Local 
Plan. 
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5.10 Given the Council’s strong track record of delivering an adopted Local Plan 

in a timely manner and ensuring that there is an LDS in place, it is unlikely 
that these provisions will impact upon Wyre Forest District Council. 

 
5.11 As with local planning, the H&P Act enhances the role of the Secretary of 

State in Neighbourhood Planning to ensure that the local authority does 
what is necessary to enable a Neighbourhood Plan to be advanced. The 
Act enables the Secretary of State to intervene if necessary in the timetable 
or making of a Neighbourhood Plan.  A new provision in the Act will require 
a local planning authority, at the request of a neighbourhood forum in their 
area, to notify the forum of planning applications in that neighbourhood. 
This will extend to such forums a right already held by parish councils. 
 
PLANNING APPLICATIONS 

5.12 Perhaps the most striking provision put forward in the H&P Act is at Section 
161 which introduces powers to the Secretary of State to pilot alternative 
provision of processing planning application services by a so-called 
‘designated person’. The Act provides for the Secretary of State to pilot the 
initiative in particular areas and then to report back to Parliament within 12 
months of the end of the pilot period. The Council would maintain 
responsibility for ultimately determining the application, but the ‘designated 
person’ would be solely responsible for processing the application and any 
related applications (such as Reserved Matters connected with an outline 
application) and making a recommendation.  

 
5.13 It is, however, noteworthy that under the current provisions of the H&P Act 

there would be no requirement for the relevant Local Planning Authority (i.e. 
the Council) to be bound by anything “said or done” by a Designated 
Person.  

 
5.14 Although this mirrors the current arrangement for Approved Inspectors to 

determine Building Regulations applications, the planning system is 
somewhat more highly charged and complex and Officers anticipate that 
this proposal will no doubt raise all manner of issues regarding objectivity, 
transparency and democracy in the process. 

 
5.15  A further provision in respect of planning applications is that all applications 

that are reported to Planning Committee will be required to include details 
and advise as to what financial benefits (whether material or not to the 
consideration of the planning application) the Council will receive as a result 
of the development.  This is likely to be include details of business rates 
arising from proposed commercial development, council tax and new 
homes bonus for residential developments.   

 
HOUSING 

5.16 Extension of the Right to Buy (RTB) - A voluntary deal agreed between the 
National Housing Federation and the Government means that the RTB will be 
extended to housing association tenants on a non-statutory basis. The Act 
makes provision for grants to be paid to RPs to cover the cost of selling their 
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housing assets at a discount. These grants will be financed through the 
compulsion of local authorities to sell their ‘higher’ value vacant local authority 
housing stock (Wyre Forest District Council doesn’t hold any stock). 

 
5.17 Sale of higher value vacant local authority homes - This only applies to Local 

Authorities with a Housing Revenue Account (so not Wyre Forest District 
Council). The Government had previously set out plans to require stock 
owning local authorities to sell ‘higher value’ homes as they become vacant. 
The intention is to use the receipts from these sales to fund the extension of 
the RTB to housing association tenants. However it may also be used for 
other housing related purposes such as land reclamation.  The Act enables 
the Government to set out a definition of ‘higher value’ homes and creates a 
duty on local authorities to consider selling homes that meet this definition 
when they become vacant. The Government will estimate the amount of 
money they would expect each individual local authority (LA) to receive (in 
each financial year) and the respective local authority will then be required to 
pay this amount to the Treasury. 

 
5.18 The sale of income generating assets will have a major impact on LA Housing 

Revenue Accounts - The Act states that all higher value homes will be 
replaced with another ‘affordable home’ - which can be a Starter Home. 
Details of both the definition of ‘higher value homes’ and the mechanism by 
which the Government will calculate the amount owed by each stock owning 
local authority will be published in due course. The Secretary of State may 
exclude some housing from the duty, which again will be made in the 
regulations. 
 

5.19 Rents for High Income Social Tenants (so called Pay to Stay) - The Act 
requires local authority tenants with a ‘higher income’ to pay a higher rent. 
Initially a higher income will be defined as a household earning more than 
£31,000 per year. These thresholds will be adjusted annually in line with 
inflation. The duty will be on the tenant to disclose their household’s income. 
There is provision for regulations to require registered social housing 
providers to charge a market rent to any tenant who fails to disclose their 
income and local authorities will be able to share data with HMRC in order to 
verify that the information they have been given is correct. Increased rents will 
be calculated on a basis of an additional 15p rent for every extra £1 earned 
above the income threshold. Tenants in receipt of housing benefit (or who 
would be eligible to receive it if their rent were increased) will not be affected 
by the Pay to Stay. Additional rental income generated by the policy will be 
sent to the Treasury minus administrative costs.  

 
5.20 There are also a number of provisions for dealing with rogue landlords and 

letting agents including provision for the Secretary of State to operate a 
database of rogues for the provisions of the Act.  This would include 
provisions for Banning Orders and locally this would add additional powers 
of enforcement for the Council to be able to maintain appropriate private 
sector housing provision. 
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5.21 Other provisions in the Act cover compulsory purchase, abandoned 
premises, insolvency of Registered Providers, Housing, Estate Agents and 
rent charges. 

 
5.22 Turning now to the Welfare Reform & Work Act 2016, the following changes 

are introduced. 
 

WELFARE REFORM CHANGES 
5.23 As a result of the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 (WR Act) Local 

Housing Allowance rates (LHA) will be introduced for all social housing 
tenancies starting from 1 April 2016, coming in effect from 1 April 2018.  It 
has since been confirmed that this will be delayed for one year for 
supported and sheltered housing, meaning it would be applied in April 2018 
to new or renewed tenancies signed after April 2017.   

  
SUPPORTED HOUSING 

5.24 Rents for elderly, disabled and vulnerable tenants living in supported housing 
are typically well above LHA rates due to the fact this type of scheme is 
expensive to build (especially if it contains communal space and facilities 
which don’t earn rent) and expensive to run with higher void rates / turnover 
and higher management charges.  There has also been an impact on higher 
Housing Benefit claims for those in supported housing since the demise of 
Supporting People funding.  Rents for tenants in supported housing in non 
Housing Association properties (charities, not for profit organisations) should 
be referred to the rent officer and the Council only receives subsidy on 60% of 
the difference between the rent officer determination and the rent charged. 

 
5.25 Supported housing tenants are exempt from claiming housing costs through 

Universal Credit and can claim Housing Benefit under existing rules.  When 
Housing Benefit for working age claimants is phased out, a new system of 
covering housing costs for those in supported housing will be required.   
The Department for Work and Pensions (DWP) had stated that it is looking at 
a more ‘localised system’ to cover the housing costs for Universal credit 
claimants. The DWP and DCLG have commissioned research to establish the 
size, scale and cost of the supported and sheltered housing sector, which is 
expected to be published in July 2016.  The longer term impact for Councils 
supported housing providers and their tenants will be known once the review 
is published. 

  
UNDER 35s 

5.26 Unemployed or low income claimants without dependent children aged 35 or 
under would only qualify for the LHA shared room rate (currently £61.45) 
which is a difference of £30 – 40 per week to the normal social housing rent 
for a one bedroom flat or bedsit. This will have a major impact on vulnerable 
young people re-housed under the Local Authorities’ homeless duties who 
aren’t deemed suitable for shared accommodation. Wyre Forest Community 
Housing (WFCH) has estimated this would affect about 2/3 of their lettings to 
one bedroom flats per annum, of which about half are statutory homeless 
cases they accept on behalf of the Local Authority. 
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LOCAL HOUSING ALLOWANCE (LHA) FREEZE 

5.27 In addition to the LHA changes the Government also announced a freeze on 
LHA rates.  LHA rates have already fallen behind the rents in nearly 70% of 
England.  This means fewer properties at the lower end of the market will be 
available to housing benefit claimants or they will have to make up the 
shortfall.  The 4 year LHA freeze will exacerbate this problem as will the 
benefit cap. 

  
BENEFIT CAP 

5.28 A benefit cap for couples with or without children and lone parents is to be 
reduced from £26,000 per annum to £20,000 in the Autumn of 2016.  There 
are an estimated 146 households that will be affected by the benefit cap in 
Wyre Forest with a 50/50 split between WFCH properties and those in the 
private rented sector.   

  
UNIVERSAL CREDIT (TEMPORARY ACCOMMODATION) 

5.29 Included within universal credit is a contribution towards housing costs. 
Claimants already in receipt of universal credit who become homeless and are 
placed in temporary accommodation will continue to receive Universal Credit, 
including the housing costs element.  This will be different in Universal Credit 
from housing benefit and will be based on LHA rates.  Payments will be made 
direct to the claimant unless the authority requests direct payment from DWP.  
The benefit cap will apply, as will the shared accommodation rate.  The 
current management addition is replaced with a ‘contribution to costs’ fee 
which will be approximately £45 per week although discussions as to how this 
will be allocated and paid are understood to be ongoing. 

  
5.30 At a recent national event it was suggested that by 2020 it was unlikely that 

the housing costs would meet the anticipated rent levels. On Universal Credit 
there is no payment for the first 7 days and the housing element goes to the 
person, unlike housing benefit payments for temporary accommodation which 
come directly to the Local Housing Authority.  Direct payments can only be 
secured with agreement of the applicant and the DWP.   

 
6. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
6.1 There are no financial implications. 
 
7. LEGAL AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
7.1 There are no legal or policy implications. 
 
8. RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
8.1 There are no risk management implications. 
 
9. EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 
9.1 There are no equality impact implications to be considered. 
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10. CONCLUSION 
 
10.1 The proposed changes to be introduced as a result of the Housing and 

Planning Act 2016 and the Welfare Reform and Work Act 2016 are wide 
ranging and varied.  In the absence of the required enabling regulations it is 
difficult to comment further as to how these changes may work in practice, 
and in turn what real impact they may have for the Council. 

 
11. CONSULTEES  
 
11.1 There are no consultees. 
 
12. BACKGROUND PAPERS 
 
12.1 None. 
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1.  PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To inform Members of the results of the public consultation on the draft 

Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett and to seek 
adoption of the proposed finalised Local Heritage List. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 To APPROVE the adoption of the Amended Draft Local Heritage 

List for the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett as amended following 
public consultation (Appendix 4). 
 

2.2 To AGREE that the Director of Economic Prosperity and Place be 
given delegated authority to determine the final format and 
presentation of the Local Heritage List for the Parish of 
Chaddesley Corbett, including the detailed wording for the list 
descriptions. 

 
3. BACKGROUND 
 
 National Legislation 
3.1 Section 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework published on 

27th March 2012 sets out the Government’s agenda for Conserving and 
enhancing the historic environment.  
 

3.2 The National Planning Policy Framework at paragraph 126 states that 
“Local planning authorities should set out in their Local Plan a positive 
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strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic 
environment”.  

 
3.3 The National Planning Practice Guidance at paragraph 039 states that 

“Local planning authorities may identify non-designated heritage assets. 
These are buildings, monuments, sites, places, areas or landscapes 
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in 
planning decisions but which are not formally designated heritage 
assets. In some areas, local authorities identify some non-designated 
heritage assets as ‘locally listed’.” 

 
3.4 The National Planning Practice Guidance at paragraph 128 states that 

in determining applications [for development], local planning authorities 
should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage 
assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting.  
 

3.5 This means that a local authority may recognise certain heritage assets 
as having heritage significance meriting consideration in planning 
matters. So for example where planning permission is being 
considered, the fact that a heritage asset appears on the Local 
Heritage List is a valid consideration when determining the outcome of 
that application. 

 
 District Policies and Objectives 
3.6 The Adopted Wyre Forest District Site Allocations and Policies Local 

Plan (July 2013) states that the “District contains a variety of heritage 
assets...these assets, both designated and non-designated, all 
combine to provide a sense of place and help to make the area unique. 
The continued preservation, maintenance and enhancement of existing 
assets, as well as identification of additional features, is seen as a key 
objective for the future development of the District.” 

 
3.7 The principal policy contained within the Adopted Wyre Forest District 

 Site Allocations and Policies Local Plan (July 2013) which directly 
relates to the Local Heritage List is Policy SAL.UP6. 

 
 Community Involvement 
3.8 The Local List plays an important role in celebrating heritage that is 

valued by the community at the local level. The process of preparing a 
Local Heritage List allows local people to identify local heritage that 
they would like recognised and protected. It is also an opportunity for 
local authorities and communities to work in partnership to jointly 
identify heritage assets that are valued as distinctive elements of the 
local historic environment. Creating a Local Heritage List also helps to 
improve access to clear, comprehensive and current information about 
the historic environment at the local level through resources such as 
Historic Environment Records (HERs). 
 

http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/annex-2-glossary/
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/annex-2-glossary/
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3.9 Action 15 of the Adopted Chaddesley Corbett Neighbourhood Plan 
2014-2026 commits the Parish Council to the formulation of a Local 
Heritage List working with Wyre Forest District Council. 

 
3.10 The initial identification of potential heritage assets was undertaken by 

Officers from Wyre Forest Planning Department, the local history group 
and Members of the Parish Council. This is set out at Appendix 3. 

 
3.11 Following the public consultation process the Parish Council held a 

public meeting on 16th May 2016 at which the Conservation Officer 
gave a presentation and answered queries from members of the public.  

 
3.12 A further meeting was arranged by the Parish Council on 4th July 2016 

to further refine the draft heritage list and this was attended by 
members of the public, Parish Councillors and Officers of Wyre Forest 
District Council. 

 
3.13 The result is the draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley 

Corbett which is attached at Appendix 4. This has been compiled using 
the selection criteria and methodology adopted by the Planning 
Committee on 10th July 2012, attached at Appendix 1. 

 
4. KEY ISSUES 
 
4.1  In order to be able to assess and justify heritage assets for inclusion on 

a Local Heritage List, on 18th April 2012 the Planning Committee 
endorsed the adoption selection criteria and methodology for inclusion 
on the Local Heritage List. The public consultation was based on those 
criteria. 

 
4.2  It should be noted that whilst a heritage asset need not meet all criteria, 

it should meet at least one, and needs to be of a definite quality and 
character. 

 
4.3 A Local Heritage List provides clarity on the location of assets and what 

it is about them that is significant, guaranteeing that strategic local 
planning properly takes account of the desirability of their conservation. 
 

4.4 It is important to note that the Local Heritage List is a non-statutory list. 
 
4.5 An initial survey of the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett was undertaken 

and an initial draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley 
Corbett was compiled. This draft list has been the subject of a public 
consultation which ended on 4th April 2016. The responses arising from 
this consultation, together with the Conservation Officer’s comments 
and recommendations are included in Appendix 2 of this report.  

 
4.6  A total of 24 responses were recorded, through a medium of letters, 

emails and telephone calls. 6 letters and 5 emails contained objections 
to the proposals; 2 emails and 4 telephone calls supported the 
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proposals; 1 email suggested additional properties for inclusion on the 
list; 2 emails, 1 letter and 3 telephone calls raised queries, errors or 
offered clarification. 

 
4.7  The objections ranged from concerns about the imposition of increased 

control over the heritage assets and how they are maintained; the fear 
of more onerous regulations and policies in the future; increased 
bureaucracy; the fear that inclusion on the list could result in uninvited 
persons seeking access to buildings or land; to arguments that 
alterations have reduced heritage assets significance and that inclusion 
on the list could affect saleability and property values. 

 
4.8  The Proposed Local Heritage List, amended since the public 

consultation, contains a total of 192 entries. 
 

5. CONSULTATION 
 

5.1  Following approval via the Strong Leader route on 3rd February 2016, a 
public consultation was undertaken commencing on Monday 22nd 
February 2016, and was closed on Monday 4th April 2016. 
 

5.2  The consultation consisted of a small pamphlet being sent to each of 
the  owners and occupiers of all the proposed buildings on the draft List, 
outlining the proposals for the Local Heritage List, and explaining the 
implications of inclusion. 
 

5.3  A web-version of the pamphlet, together with a complete list of the draft 
list was published on the Council’s web-site.  

  

6. RELATED DECISIONS 
 

6.1 In order to be able to assess and justify properties for inclusion on the 
Local List, a set of criteria were adopted by Council on 10th July 2012 
and are included in Appendix 1 of this report. 
 

6.2 A consultation was approved by Strong Leader on 3rd February 2016. 
 
7. RELEVANT COUNCIL POLICIES AND STRATEGIES 
 
7.1 The Local Heritage List is in line with the key Heritage aim of the 

Adopted Local Plan: “The continued preservation, maintenance and 
enhancement of existing assets, as well as identification of additional 
features, is seen as a key objective for the future development of the 
District”.  
 

8. WARDS AFFECTED 
 

8.1 The Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley Corbett covers 
part of the Wyre Forest Rural Ward. 
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9. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
9.1 There are no financial implications.  
 
10. LEGAL AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
10.1 There are no legal or policy implications.  
 
11. RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
11.1 There are no risk management issues  
 
12. EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 
12.1 There are no equality impact issues. 
 
13.   OPTIONS 
   
13.1  Officers are of the opinion that there are two potential courses of action 

for the Committee to consider as set out below: 

a)  Adopt the original draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of 
Chaddesley Corbett, included in Appendix 3; 

b)  Adopt the Local Heritage List included in Appendix 4, amended 
from the original draft List, as a result of the public consultation 
and further consideration by Officers. 

14.  CONSULTEES 
 
14.1 Support received from Chaddesley Corbett Parish Council at the public 

meeting dated 16th May 2016.  
 
15. APPENDICES  
 

15.1  Appendix 1: Criteria and methodology for the Local Heritage List 
 

15.2  Appendix 2: Results of Public Consultation with Officer Responses 
 

15.3 Appendix 3: The Draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley 
Corbett 
 

15.4  Appendix 4: The Draft Local Heritage List for the Parish of Chaddesley 
Corbett as amended following public consultation. 

 
16. BACKGROUND PAPERS  
 

16.1 There are no background papers. 
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Planning Committee 10th July 2012                          APPENDIX 1 
 

REVISED CRITERIA AND METHODOLOGY FOR INCLUSION ON THE LOCAL 
HERITAGE LIST (formerly known as the List of buildings of local architectural 

and/or historic interest – The Local List) 
WYRE FOREST DISTRICT 

 
The following criteria should be used for assessing the suitability of a heritage asset 
for inclusion on the Local Heritage List. A property does not need to meet all criteria, 
but should be of a definite quality and character. Due to the numbers of 
undesignated heritage assets within the District, careful selection has to be made, 
and only the most suitable assets should be included: without this careful selection, 
the Local Heritage List will become unmanageable, and will defy the point of the 
exercise. The List should be compiled as a tool for ensuring the more important 
undesignated heritage assets are retained in as original detail, and as good condition 
as possible. This can then assist in education, securing the historic essence of the 
District, and ensuring those assets of higher quality are retained, and thoughtfully 
integrated in to new schemes.  
 

The National Planning Policy Framework published on 27th March 2012 at 
Section 12 sets out the Government’s agenda for Conserving and enhancing 
the historic environment. 
 
 
The NPPF states (at para. 126) that Local planning authorities should 
recognise that heritage assets are an irreplaceable resource and conserve 
them in a manner appropriate to their significance. 
 
 
The NPPF (at para. 128) states that in determining applications [for 
development], local planning authorities should require an applicant to 
describe the significance of any heritage assets affected, including any 
contribution made by their setting.  
 
This means that a local authority may recognise certain heritage assets as 
having heritage significance meriting consideration in planning matters. So for 
example where planning permission is being considered, the fact that a 
heritage asset appears on the Local Heritage List is a valid consideration 
when determining the outcome of that application. 
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The Adopted Wyre Forest District Local Plan (January 2004) states that the key aim 
in relation to Heritage is to safeguard and enhance the distinctive historic 
environment of the District. To further this aim, the heritage objectives of the Local 
Plan, in relation to the Local List, are to safeguard the particular characteristics of the 
District’s urban and rural environments that are unique, and to promote appropriate 
development which secures the beneficial re-use and enhancement of historic 
buildings and environments. Policies within the Adopted Wyre Forest District Local 
Plan (January 2004) that directly relate to the Local Heritage List assets, commonly 
referred to as non-statutory designated assets include LB1, LB2, LB3 LB4 and LB5, 
CA3 and CA6. 
 

Existing Criteria 
 

The following are the established criteria adopted by Council in October 2004: 
 

 Group Value – for example, high quality examples of distinctive terraces and 
industrial complexes 

 

 Association with well-known local characters or events (i.e. with carpet industries, 
the postage system, writers, etc) 

 

 Special value within the street-scene, including high quality landmark buildings 
 

 Survival in anything like their original condition (this would exclude properties that 
have been subjected to unsympathetic extensions and alterations, including the 
installation of Upvc double glazing and incorrect roof tiles, unless of otherwise 
outstanding quality). 

 

 Special value in local terms, within certain types of buildings, for planning or 
architectural reasons (including, for example, churches, schools, industrial 
buildings and associated buildings, residential terraces, and railway buildings and 
associated structures) 

 

 Distinctive and high quality examples of specific architectural styles (i.e. Arts & 
Crafts, Queen Anne Revival, Neo-Georgian, Art Deco, and distinctive vernacular 
buildings, etc) 
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Additional Criteria 
 
English Heritage’s Good Practice Guide for Local Heritage Listing (March 2012) 
suggests commonly applied selection criteria for assessing suitability of assets for 
local heritage listing as follows:  
 

Criterion  Description  

Age  The age of an asset may be an important criterion and can be 

adjusted to take into account distinctive local characteristics  

Rarity  Appropriate for all assets, as judged against local characteristics  

Aesthetic value  The intrinsic design value of an asset relating to local styles, 

materials or any other distinctive local characteristics  

Group value  Groupings of assets with a clear visual, design or historic 

relationship  

Evidential value  The significance of a local historic asset of any kind may be 

enhanced by a significant contemporary or historic written record  

Historic association  The significance of a local historic asset of any kind may be 

enhanced by a significant historical association of local or national 

note, including links to important local figures  

Archaeological interest12  This may be an appropriate reason to designate a locally significant 

asset on the grounds of archaeological interest if the evidence base 

is sufficiently compelling and if a distinct area can be identified  

Designed landscaping  Relating to the interest attached to locally important designed 

landscapes, parks and gardens  

Landmark status  An asset with strong communal or historical associations, or 

because it has especially striking aesthetic value, may be singled out 

as a landmark within the local scene  

Social and communal value  Relating to places perceived as a source of local identity, 

distinctiveness, social interaction and coherence; often residing in 

intangible aspects of heritage contributing to the “collective 

memory” of a place  

 
 
These additional criteria will also be considered when drawing up lists of assets for 
inclusion in Local Heritage Lists. 
 
 

Methodology for Inclusion on Local Heritage List 
 
In order to justify the inclusion of a heritage asset on the Local Heritage List, there 
needs to be a methodology for both the inclusion and for the removal of assets, as 
and when it is deemed necessary. The following points set out the basis for this. 
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 An initial survey of the District shall be undertaken to pinpoint and identify 
likely heritage assets for inclusion on the Local Heritage List, according to the 
criteria set out above. This has already been undertaken for the urban areas 
of Stourport-on-Severn, Bewdley, Kidderminster and in the rural areas 
Wolverley and Cookley. It is proposed to generate further local heritage lists 
on an annual basis until all parishes within Wyre Forest have had lists drawn 
up. 

 

 Future surveys should be undertaken in conjunction with the local community 
as advocated by English Heritage in the Good Practice Guide for Local 
Heritage Listing (March 2012). This will usually take the form of a local group, 
such as a Parish Plan Review Group which will be comprised of residents of 
the parish.  

 

 To assist in this process, recommendations from the public, and from other 
interested parties, including the Civic Societies and the Town and Parish 
Councils, will be invited, and considered alongside the results from the surveys. 

 

 Prior to a heritage asset’s inclusion on the Local Heritage List, a period of 
consultation shall take place, involving the owner, occupier (if different), 
neighbours, the appropriate Civic Society, and other interested parties. This will 
involve notification of intent, providing information on relevant policies, and the 
impact of inclusion on the owner and/or occupier, and identifying support or 
reticence for inclusion. 

 

 After consultation, the Conservation officer will recommend to the Planning 
Committee whether the heritage asset should be included on the List, or not. The 
consultation will ask for the response from the owner/ occupier on their opinion of 
inclusion, and this will form part of the decision for inclusion or otherwise. 
However, it should be noted that, if the heritage asset is considered significant 
enough within the criteria set out above, then the Council will proceed with 
inclusion. 

 

 The removal of a heritage asset from the Local Heritage List will be done where it 
is deemed that the asset has lost its significance in the local scene. This can be, 
for example, through inappropriate development or unsympathetic material 
alterations to the asset’s fabric. The Conservation Officer will recommend such 
heritage assets to the Planning Committee for removal from the List. 

 

 A five-year full review of the Local Heritage List will be undertaken, identifying 
heritage assets that should be included or removed. If, prior to the full review 
being undertaken, there is a request that a heritage asset should be removed 
from the List, or if one should be included, this will be in accordance with the 
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arrangements set out in Appendix 5 of this report. Such requests can be made 
from any interested party, including the owner, occupier, Town or Parish 
Councils, Civic Society, or neighbour. 

 

Peter Bassett 
Conservation Officer 
18th April 2012 
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Reporting 

Name   

ID Type  LHL 

Reference(s) 

Response   Officer Response 

Ashmead-
Sears, N & B 
 

CCLHL-R001\\ajax\documents\Local 

Plans\Home$\ElaineW\1.Temporary 

Items\LPRIO6.pdf 

Comment LLCC145 We would like to understand more regarding why 
our property has been put forward? We have lived 
here for over 8 years and had two planning 
permissions granted in that time, on both occasions 
no indication of the heritage of the property was 
mentioned. 
Our initial thoughts are that we would not like to 
have our home listed but would like to understand 
more as to the reasonings behind this proposal.  
Although we have no future plans to extend the 
property further we do have plans to continue to 
enhance our home and grounds and would not 
wish anything to jeopardise this going forward. 
Equally, we would not wish any listing to impact the 
value or prospective attractiveness of our home 
that we have worked exceptionally hard to create.  
 
Subsequent phone call from Nick Ashmead Siers 
12th April 2016 – many of these queries were more 
fully explored and answered. 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

Property is shown on the 1745 
map and forms part of a group of 
historic properties in the hamlet.  

Reasoning is that the property 
meets one or more of the criteria 
as set out on the website and on 
the draft list. 

Recommend include on list. 

Cashmore, S & 

K 

 

CCLHL-R002 Objection LLCC050 As you may recall from the Historic Report we 

undertook for the chapel as part of the planning 

conditions, the chapel though built in 1873, has 

been substantially altered over the years 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

Chapel was intact in 2012. Minor 
alterations to the building prior to 

file://ajax/documents/Local%20Plans/Home$/ElaineW/1.Temporary%20Items/LPRIO6.pdf
file://ajax/documents/Local%20Plans/Home$/ElaineW/1.Temporary%20Items/LPRIO6.pdf
file://ajax/documents/Local%20Plans/Home$/ElaineW/1.Temporary%20Items/LPRIO6.pdf
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Response   Officer Response 

particularly in the 1950s - long before we 

purchased it in 2012. 

 

Our first priority was to create a home, not restore 

a chapel, however we have tried to retain as many 

of the original features as possible. 

 

We therefore feel that due to the above reason and 

the fact that this local heritage status may affect 

our resale value in the future, we would prefer not 

to have the chapel added to 

the list.  

that. 

The former chapel building 
remains a significant structure 
within Bluntington and retains a 
graveyard adjacent. Included for 
architectural interest and social 
communal value. 

That inclusion on LHL will 
[adversely] affect future property 
values is pure speculation. 

Recommend include on list. 

Cohen, T CCLHL-R003 Comment LLCC147 Telephone enquiry – implications of inclusion on list Responded by telephone and 
clarified purpose of the exercise, 
sent Mr Cohen map extracts from 
1745 and 1838.  

Unlikely to be considered for 
inclusion on Statutory list in future 
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Name   

ID Type  LHL 

Reference(s) 

Response   Officer Response 

due to it being heavily extended 
and altered in mid-C20. 

Recommend include on list. 

Green, G CCLHL-R004 Comment LLCC053 Telephone query – Tanwood Lodge is a converted 
1960’s garage not a heritage asset, converted it 
himself.. 

Spoke to Mr Green. Acknowledged 
address error: should be Tanwood 
House not Tanwood Lodge. WFDC 
to consult owner of Tanwood 
House instead. 

Mrs Meredith CCLHL-R005 Comment LLCC006 Queried what was included – as they live at 
Oakfield Farmhouse and the letter was addressed 
to Oakfield Farm. Implications for revival of 
previously approved extension now lapsed? 

Spoke to Mrs Meredith. Confirmed 
LHL proposal is for farmhouse. As 
property already on 
Worcestershire HER Policy 
SAL.UP6 applies to extensions 
requiring Planning Permission. 

Recommend include on list. 

Cooper, D CCLHL-R006 Comment LLCC024 Supportive of proposal – has photographs to share Support noted. Arranged to visit to 
see Mr Coopers photographs. Sent 
acknowledgement letter by post. 

Recommend include on list. 
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Jeffries, R.H. CCLHL-R007 Objection LLCC113 LHL will further restrict an individual’s rights. 
Unnecessary for a property in Chaddesley Corbett 
where more than enough legislation in place to 
protect the villages heritage assets. 

Existing planning structure is more than sufficient 
to ensure inappropriate works are not undertaken 
to the property. 

It is role of listed building process to protect 
individual buildings and any building worthy of 
protection in Chaddesley Corbett has already been 
placed on the Statutory List. 

The Old Police House is a mundane and standard 
Mid Victorian structure and does not warrant a 
listing and therefore protection beyond existing 
legislation. 

To......create another layer of red tape, legislation, 
government interference, ”big brother” tactics, call 
it what you like, is basic folly. 

Formally object to the inclusion of The Old Police 
House on your Local Heritage List. 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

No additional protection is 
afforded to assets included on the 
local heritage list. 

The Old Police House is already 
included on the Worcestershire 
HER ref: WSM10314 so 
irrespective of whether it is 
included on the LHL, WFDC Policy 
SAL.UP6 applies. 

Irrespective of architectural merit 
as the former police station the 
property has a social and 
communal value to the history of 
the village, which qualifies it for 
inclusion on the LHL. 

Recommend include on list. 
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Powell, B CCLHL-R008 Comment LLCC096 Supportive of inclusion of privy and pigsty on Local 
Heritage List 

Noted support. Sent 
acknowledgement letter. 

Recommend include on list. 

Palmer, R.A. CCLHL-R009 Comment LLCC047 

LLCC048 

Dorhall Old Farm described as '18 cent. Farm house 

and barns': historically inaccurate. A more accurate 

description: '18/19c. barns now converted to a 

dwelling'.  

 

Dorhall Old Farm, notwithstanding the name, was 

the farmyard and barns to the former Dorhall Farm, 

now named Dorhall House.  

Dorhall House qualifies on age grounds 

Comments noted and entries 
amended. 

Sent acknowledgement email. 

Recommend include on list. 

Taylor, A & A CCLHL-R010 Objection LLCC054A It appears that the listing has no bearing on 

planning regulations and that repairs would have to 

be like for like. If this is true, there seems little 

point in the list. 

Our home is on the draft list for age and 

Comments noted. 
Acknowledgement sent. 

The barns are already included on 
the Worcestershire HER ref: 
WSM32160 and WSM32873 so 
irrespective of whether they are 
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Name   

ID Type  LHL 

Reference(s) 

Response   Officer Response 

architectural interest. Our home is made up of a 

Victorian garage and attached brick shed.  

Please exclude us on these two grounds: 

The list itself changes little. 

Our home is neither old nor architecturally 

interesting. 

 

included on the LHL, WFDC Policy 
SAL.UP6 applies. 

The barn forms part of a group 
dating from the 18th and 19th 
centuries and is of some 
architectural as well as historical 
interest. 

Recommend include on list. 

McDonald, P CCLHL-R011 Comment LLCC090 We have no objections to the telephone box being 

added to the local heritage list. 

 

We know how important red boxes are to people 

interested in their local heritage. With this in mind 

we introduced Our Adopt a Kiosk programme a few 

years ago. This allows parish councils to take on the 

ownership of red boxes and to maintain them to 

the highest possible standard. Over 3000 boxes 

now belong to local councils who have put them to 

Comments noted and 
acknowledgement sent. 

Recommend include on list. 
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Response   Officer Response 

a range of imaginative uses. 

Chaddesley 

Corbett Parish 

Council 

CCLHL-R012 Comment LLCC028 The Parish Council agree that the kiosk at Drayton 
should be included on the Local Heritage List. 

 

Comments noted and 
acknowledgement sent. 

Recommend include on list. 

Clarke, N CCLHL-R013 Comment LLCC049 No objections in principle.  Comments noted and 
acknowledgement sent. 

Recommend include on list. 

Watson, A CCLHL-R014 Objection  LLCC117A Surprised at inclusion as property re-built 
extensively using reclaimed materials in the 1980's. 
Considers application of policies designed to 
protect heritage assets subjective rather than 
objective and unpredictable. Conservatory 
extension approved contrary to officer 
recommendation c.2006. Concerned at the 
introduction of another layer of policies to the 
property and would rather this did not happen. 

Extensions covered by Policy 
SAL.UP11, irrespective of inclusion 
on LHL. 

Property is one of a group, 
however parish boundary falls 
between this property and 
remainder of group and thus 
technically cannot be included in 
this list as it lies within the parish 
of Broome. 

Comments noted and 
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Response   Officer Response 

acknowledgement sent. 

Recommend not include in 
Chaddesley Corbett LHL. This also 
applies to property ref: LLCC117B, 
Sion Farm. 

Parry, R FRICS 

FAAV 

CCLHL-R015 Objection  LLCC076-
079 

Agent writes to convey owner’s objection to 
inclusion on list. Building is beyond repair and 
owner does not have resources to repair and 
reinstate it. Requested more details and 
information on implications of inclusion on the list. 

Letter sent to agent outlining that 
properties already included on the 
Worcestershire HER and thus 
WFDC Policy SAL.UP6 applies, 
whether building(s) included on 
LHL or not. Recommend include 
on list. 

Skidmore, G CCLHL-R016 Comment LLCC099 Telephone call to express support for inclusion of 
LLCC099 on list. 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

Recommend include on list. 

Taylor, A CCLHL-R017 Comments LLCC043 Lived in School House for over 16 years and during 
that time completed two major projects requiring 
planning permission. 

Conscious of making sure changes enhance rather 
than detract to the overall aesthetic. 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

WFDC Policies do not preclude the 
use of contemporary design in 
historic settings and good 
examples are this property, as well 
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Both changes we have made have been of a 
contemporary design. If house goes on heritage list 
would not wish to be restricted on this type of 
improvement. If this were to be the case we would 
be against the listing. 

Understand why house would feature on such a list 
because of connection with local community 
though it is worth noting very little left of original 
design of School House from the conversion of the 
building in the 1980s. 

as Piano building and Slingfield mill 
in Kidderminster and St Georges 
Hall in Bewdley. 

The social and communal value 
and historic associations of a 
former school are important and 
significant factors in considering 
the building (irrespective of its 
architectural merit) on the local 
heritage list. 

Recommend include on list. 

Page, A; also 

on behalf of 

Dutton, P 

Roden, P (Mrs) 

Barker, Mr & 

Mrs R 

Green, Mr & 

CCLHL-R018 Objection LLCC115A 

LLCC115B 

LLCC115F 

LLCC115J 

LLCC115K 

 

Registers objection to Fold Court being included on 
the proposed Chaddesley Corbett Local Heritage 
List. 

Quotes HER WSM53860 – less than 50% of 
traditional farm buildings remain. Only 1&2 bear 
any semblance to original traditional agricultural 
buildings. 3-9 built as milling parlours in the 1920’s. 
Utilitarian construction changed forever the 
traditional L plan layout. Worcestershire barn 

 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

Inclusion on local heritage list 
irrelevant for planning purposes as 
inclusion on Worcestershire HER 
means that Policy SAL.UP6 applies 
in any case. 

Disagree that the development 
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Mrs R  demolished 1970s. 

1990 conversion very considerably changed 
traditional architecture – windows added, 
brickwork replaced, new build construction as infill 
created square courtyard. Alterations to farmhouse 
have changed 19th century appearance. 

No building in Fold Court worthy of statutory 
listing. 20th century developments have destroyed 
any local architectural or other significance. 

lacks any local significance: The 
survival of part of an historic 
working farm so close to the 
village centre (and included within 
the Conservation Area) has great 
social and communal value and 
historic associations.  

It demonstrates how farms were 
once integrated into the 
infrastructure of villages rather 
than isolated in the countryside as 
often seen today. 

The age, subsequent phases of 
development and social and 
historic associations qualify for 
inclusion on the Local List 
regardless of the quality of the 
surviving architectural elements. 

Suggest delete qualifying criteria 
(2 – architectural interest) and 
add (3 – social and communal 
value and (6 – historic 
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Response   Officer Response 

associations). 

Recommend include on list. 

Sewell, P & L CCLHL-R019 Objection LLCC052B Objection on basis of insufficient information and 
detail on the implications for the householder. 

Specific queries: 

1. Repairs – costs and obligation to repair on 
like-for like basis? 

2. How will District ensure householders not 
faced with increased financial burden 
resulting from inclusion on list? 

3. Who is arbiter of appropriate design for 
alterations and /or extensions? 

4. How would local interest categories affect 
the home-owner? Differential implications 
for categories? 

5. Implications regarding enjoyment 
education and for the future? Any 
requirement for public access? 

6. More rigorous process for internal/external 
alterations? 

7. Impact on saleability? What statistics 
available for future sale of LHL properties? 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

1. Repairs do not need PP 
and no obligation to repair 
as advised by WFDC. 

2. No additional protection 
so no additional upkeep 
burden on owners. 

3. Planning Committee, 
ultimately. 

4. Non-architectural 
categories more related to 
local information and 
knowledge rather than 
having a direct planning 
impact. 

5. No requirement to provide 
public access. 

6. Unless PD rights 
withdrawn no control over 
interior alterations. 
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8. Would LHL predicate against innovation in 
renovation? 

9. Request to be kept informed of meetings of 
the Parish Council addressing LHL proposals 

Concerned information is general and 
vague. Object. 

External alterations 
affected by SAL.UP7; also 
SAL.UP6, however 
inclusion of property on 
Worcestershire HER 
already, means that 
SAL.UP6 applies in any 
case. 

7. No stats held by WFDC. 
8. Not at all, listed buildings 

in Wyre Forest  have been 
extended in modern 
designs and materials. 

9. Advised to contact CC PC 
about meeting dates and 
protocols for speaking at 
their meetings. 

Recommend include on list, 
however SAL.UP6 applies whether 
included on list or not, due to 
inclusion on Worcestershire HER. 

G A R Green CCLHL-R020 Object LLCC103 Letter raises concerns about privacy; extended 

sympathetically in 1992 with full Planning 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 
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Permission and would use same criteria again. The property will not be open to 

the public.  

 

All properties proposed for 

inclusion on the Local Heritage List 

are visible online at either Google 

Streetmap or Bing Maps Birdseye 

View, and these views allow those 

interested to see into private 

spaces.  

 

The only details included on the 

Local Heritage List are the address, 

brief description and selection 

criteria. No mention of tenure, 

name of owner etc. 

 

Recommend include on list. 
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Faulkner, M & 

S 

CCLHL-R021 Objection LLCC051 Surprised property being considered for inclusion 
given 

Its relatively ordinary frontage, painted brick walls, 
upvc window 

Building overall is a mixture of different 
aged/constructed sections which have undergone 
substantial renovations – including replacement of 
most of original timbers to oak frame, replacement 
windows throughout and addition of single storey 
render/block extension to rear 

Original timber frame section has been renovated 
with walls rebuilt with new timbers 

When acquired house did so in the knowledge that 
it was not listed, and therefore had freedom to 
undertake work needed to upgrade to comfortable 
home. 

Concerned as to the implications that inclusion on 
LHL may have for further changes and any 
additional restrictions that may be applied. 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

The survival, if only fragmentary, 
of the 17th century timber framed 
element of the present property 
warrants inclusion on the list as 
possibly one of the oldest surviving 
buildings in Bluntington. 

Recommend include on list. 
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We request you note our objection. 

Whateley, G CCLHL-R022 Objection LLCC108 As the owner of Drayton Pool, I am writing to 

object to you attempting to list this pool on the 

Local Heritage List.  This is private property and we 

do not want it listed. 

 

Comments noted and letter of 
acknowledgement sent. 

Footpath CC0547 runs alongside 

the north bank of the pool so 

public access is already permitted 

along it. 

 

The only details included on the 

Local Heritage List are the address, 

brief description and selection 

criteria. No mention of tenure, 

name of owner etc. 

Recommend include on list, 
however SAL.UP6 applies whether 
included on list or not, due to 
inclusion on Worcestershire HER. 

Page, R CCLHL-R023 Objection LLCC016 Email states “trying to understand what effect a 
listing on the Local Heritage List has on a property. 

Comments noted and letter of 
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As I do not understand the reason or the effect of 
our property being on the list, I would prefer not to 
be included”. 

Subsequent to email telephone conversation raised 
following issues: 

Why, if already included on Worcestershire HER, 
does property need to be also included on a LHL? 
Duplication of effort and construction of duplicate 
records. Should not HER contain all these records? 

 

acknowledgement sent. 

Valid issues raised which will be 
the subject of a paper reporting to 
Council later in year investigating 
the benefits of a separate District 
list vs incorporation into a county-
wide HER, externally managed. 

Recommend include on list, 
however SAL.UP6 applies whether 
included on list or not, due to 
inclusion on Worcestershire HER. 

Grove, H 

 

CCLHL-R024 Proposal N/A I would wish to see the bus shelter on Briar Hill 
included in this scheme. 

 
The 7 qualifying criteria: 

1.    Age Recent modern period - but already in 
danger of demolition 

2.    Architectural Interest Block concrete roof / brick 
wall              This is the only example of this 
period / type of construction in the area (other 
than the WW2 concrete anti-tank obstructions in 

Whilst the shelter could be 

considered to be a heritage asset, 

being in all probability more than 

50 years old, it does not exhibit 

any special architectural interest. 

 

It is certainly well-known in the 

locality and is something of a 
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the orchard next to the church) 

 
3.    Social and Communal Value It is an 
already accepted visual amenity fulfilling its 
prescribed role of .. bus shelter (for the 
occasional bus service). Its robust and functional 
design state it for what it is. Its strength is proof 
against malicious vandalism; its surfaces easily 
cleaned of graffiti. It is completely proof against 
all inclement elements and requires no 
maintenance (other than routine cleaning). 
 
4.    Associated with famous people No - other 
than being used by people who went on to 
become famous (in their own particular fields). 
 
5.    Rarity    Nothing 
similar for miles. Surely a well-rounded heritage 
ought to contain (at least) an example of differing 
architectural schools ? 
 
6.    Historic Associations 
 WW2/Bunker - style 
 
7.    Landmark   
 Known by all that live locally and the many 
who traverse Briar Hill. 

landmark. 

 

The shelter did not require 

planning permission for its 

replacement and in early July 2016 

was demolished. 

 

As the shelter no longer exists it 

cannot be included on the Local 

Heritage List. 

 



Draft Chaddesley Corbett Local Heritage List

For public consultation February-April 2016

1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark

CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LLCC001 386850.3 271516.87 Bradford House Droitwich Road Torton Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X Farmhouse. Mid C19. Red brick with stone dressings. Hipped slate roof. 3 windows. Ground floor bay windows. Brick and stone porch. Set in extensive grounds.

LLCC002 387520.46 272219.37 Little Paddock Cakebole Kidderminster DY10 4RG X X Four Bay timber framed farmhouse, with modern extension to north. Plain clay tiled roof. Three windows. Central doorway has catslide tiled roof. Probably C17.

LLCC003 387915.54 272314.6 The Old Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Large timber framed barn, assume C18, now dwelling. Horizontal timber boarding over brick plinth. Plain clay tile roof with inserted roof-lights. Part of a loose farmstead cluster with Mintz Cottage. 

LLCC004 387958.15 272348.68 Mintz Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Timber framed house now extended. C17. Plain clay tiled roof with decorative gable bargebpards facing road. Part of loose farm cluster with The Old Barn.

LLCC005 388048.49 272389.08 The Maples Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Pair of cottages early C19. Extended. Now one house. Brick with tiled roof. End gable stacks, Modern porch.

LLCC006 388103.1 271894.8 Oakfield Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RQ X X Farmhouse. Mid-C18 with some mid-C20 alterations. Brick with tile roof, gable-end stacks. Three storeys. Central entrance, stone steps, open-pediment to doorcase, flat pilasters, semi-elliptical fanlight 6 panel door.

LLCC007 388412.08 272589.09 Thyme Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X C19 former offices now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick string course and stone details. Decorative dentil eaves brickwork. Plain clay tile roof. Timber sash windows. End gable stack. Part of C19 Mill complex.

LLCC008A 388430.3 272605.38 Stable Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C19 Former Stable now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick cills. Hipped tiled roof. Brick dentil eaves and verge.  Timber stained windows under arched blue brick heads.  Part of C19 Mill complex.

LLCC008B 388439.86 272613.42 Granary Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C19 Former Granary now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick cills. Hipped tiled roof. Brick dentil eaves and verge.  Timber stained windows under arched blue brick heads. Modern tiled porch. Part of C19 Mill complex.

LLCC009 388415.11 272613.8 Keepers Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Part of former C19 Corn Mill. Red brick with plain tiled pitched roof. Central stack. Doorway accessed by twin external brick staircases, arched storage area below. Timber stained joinery.

LLCC010A 388392.15 272626.32 1 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC010B 388393.14 272621.69 2 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC010C 388399.4 272619.97 3 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC010D 388399.04 272617.43 4 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC011 388404.64 272616.99 Poachers Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC012 388408.84 272615.22 Middle Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.

LLCC013 388412.91 272638.55 Shire Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Barn now two dwellings. C19. Brick with tiled pitched roof, sloping to ground floor eaves. Former cart entrance with dovecote feature and timber glazed screen. Modern timber stained windows and roof lights. 

LLCC013A 388407.26 272629.32 Mill Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Barn now two dwellings. C19. Brick with tiled pitched roof, sloping to ground floor eaves. Former cart entrance with dovecote feature and timber glazed screen. Modern timber stained windows and roof lights. 

LLCC014 388447.42 272641.79 Longmore Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Farmhouse. C18.  Large house with square plan comprising front range and twin rear wings. Tiled pitched hipped roofs with gable stacks. Two storeys. 8 over 8 timber sash windows. Victorian bay window to side elevation. 

LLCC015 388489.74 272609.93 Longmore Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Small single storey agricultural store. C19. Red brick with blue brick cill and arched head window. Plain tile roof. Decorative bargeboards to gable. Adjacent to duck pond. 

LLCC016 388748.72 272575.46 The Coach House Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X C19 building. Converted to dwelling c.1972 and prior to listing of Peremore in 1987 (adjacent) and to which it served as the coach house. 

LLCC017 388967.28 272713.98 Netherfold Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick. Clay tiled roof with inserted roof lights. Gable hoist preahps indicates use as grain store. Formerly Lower House Farm Barn. Converted to residential early 1990s.

LLCC018 388998.23 272738.82 Lower House Farm Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X X C17-C19 Farmhouse and barns. House is red brick with plain tile roof. Central stack. Principal range of 3 storeys. 3 windows under brick arched heads. Central doorway with classical timber surround and fanlight. 

LLCC019 390655.94 272494.86 Outwood Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RB X X C18 Farmhouse and barns. House red brick with plain tiled roof. End gable ridge stacks. L-shaped plan. Three windows. First floor under arched brick heads. Central doorway with classical timber surround. 

LLCC020 391162.94 274535.06 Bournes Green Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NZ X X Farmhouse. Late C18/early C19. Red brick with plain clay tile roof. Gable ridge stacks. Central classical doorcase. All windows modern casements. Two-storey extension to N end of house. Brick garden boundary walls.

LLCC021 391165.14 274563.64 Bournes Green Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NZ X X Partially extant 19th century (?) farmstead with unconverted buildings. Loose courtyard with two sides of the courtyard formed by working agricultural buildings.

LLCC022 391466.07 274861.19 Drollis Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X Drollis Farm, (also known as Bournewood Farm) Chaddesley Corbett. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Farmhouse detached side on to the yard. 

LLCC023 391469.31 274823.15 Bournewod Barn Drollis Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X C19 Barn now dwelling

LLCC024 390584.04 275995.55 The Lower House Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BF X X Early C19 house painted brickwork plain clay tile roof. End gable stack. Dentilled brick courses to eaves and verge. Two casement windows. Modern windows. Attached to Forge LLCC030.

LLCC025 390785.46 275734.13 Drayton Mount Farm Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X Farmhouse. Extant 19th century.  Rendered brick. Tiled roof. Principal range two storey plus attic. Two wing ranges, both two storey with attic. House probably pre-dates 1750 with Victorian alterations. 

LLCC026 390771.91 275818.43 Vicarage Farm Cottage Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18 Farm Cottage

LLCC026A 390801.79 275822.17 1 Vicarage Farm Barns Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Barns now residential

LLCC026B 390790.25 275815.48 2 Vicarage Farm Barns Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Barns now residential

LLCC026C 390792.48 275832.45 Vicarage Farm Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Farmhouse

LLCC027 390740.35 275763.08 Drayton Court Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X Large House. C18, modern additions. Brick with tile roof. Gable stacks. Raised brick parapet gables. Principal range two storeys. Central doorway with classically inspired timber surround.

LLCC028 390601.07 275907.71 Telephone Kiosk Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BN X X Telephone kiosk. Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir,Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by
various contractors. Cast iron. Square kiosk with domed roof. Unperforated crowns
to top panels and margin glazing to windows and door.

LLCC029 390548.64 275921.19 Robin Hood Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BW X X X Inn, possibly C17, now public house; formerly called Robin Hood and Little John PH

LLCC030 390588.51 276009.28 The Forge Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BX X X X Smithy now commercial premises

LLCC031 390650.53 276053.44 Drayton Mill Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X X Former Scythe Works - pre-1840. Includes associated outbuildings, yard and wall. Brick with slate and tiled roofs. Latterly a furniture showroom.Included on the HER

LLCC031A 390612.1 276047.93 Mill Cottage Drayton Road Dyaton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Cottage attached to former Scythe Works. Red brick, shallow pitch slate roof, timber sash windows. Modern porch.

LLCC032 390590.25 276064.67 I Bridge Cottages Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X One of a pair of early 19th century dwellings. Brick with plain clay tiled roof. Central ridge and gable end ridge stacks. 3 storey, 2 casement windows under brick arched heads. Central door under tiled porch.

LLCC033 390579.57 276056.63 2 Bridge Cottages Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X One of a pair of early 19th century dwellings. Brick with plain clay tiled roof. Central ridge and gable end ridge stacks. 3 storey, 2 casement windows under brick arched heads. Central door under tiled porch.

LLCC034 390508.07 276053.73 Robins Nest Egg Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY90BS X X Cottage, brick and tile with exposed remnants of timber frame visible. Probably C17.

LLCC035 390369.03 276078.65 Yew Tree Cottage Egg Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY90BS X X Cottage, timber framed, external brick chimney stacks. Probably early C18.

LLCC036 389831.99 276624.12 Sion House Farm Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X X Farmhouse

LLCC037 389690.76 276448.71 Sion House Farm Cottage Sion Hill Hill Popol Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Large brick outbuildings (formerly stables etc) now dwelling. C19 Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC038 389804.55 276606.05 The Granary Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Former granary now dwelling

LLCC039 389826.5 276603.19 Sion Court Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Former barn now dwelling

LLCC040 389657.66 276462.6 Sion House Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Large country house in grounds

LLCC041 389705.62 276140.23 Hill Pool House Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Large house. C19. H plan with additional rear gables. Brick with tiled roof. Central ridge stacks. Timber sash windows.

LLCC042 389014.82 276012.15 The Old Bakehouse Tandys Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4NH X X House. Probably Late C17. Part timber framed

LLCC043 389428.12 275803.04 School House Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NL X X Former Victorian School. Red brick. Plain clay tile roof. Central ridge stacks. Casement windows. Large oriel window to front elevation. Grecian entrance portico.

LLCC044 389434.65 275366.88 Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X C19 Farmhouse

LLCC045 389452.62 275389.74 Bothy Cottage Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X X Timber framed (former farmhouse?) now barn

LLCC046 389467.33 275360.34 Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X Farm Barns C19

LLCC047 389409.7 274883.65 Dorhall House Woodrow Lane Dorhall Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4QQ X C18/19 farmhouse, red brick, plain clay tile roof. Overhanging eaves and gable bargeboards. External stack. Casement windows under brick arched heads.

LLCC048 389419.16 274841.94 Dorhall Old Farm Woodrow Lane Dorhall Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QQ X X C18 farmhouse and barns

LLCC049 389666.61 274434.21 Bluntington Cottage Woodrow Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NP X Cottage, C19, possibly earlier

LLCC050 389784.03 274421.34 Methodists Chapel Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Worcestershire DY10 4NR X X Former methodist chapel and hall now dwelling

LLCC051 389899.92 274410.4 Latchetts Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NR X X C19 house at roadside, painted brick with tiled roof: attached at rear is a timber framed cottage, probably C17.

LLCC052A 389718.12 274327.83 Bluntington House Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NR X X Large Victorian house now divided into two dwellings

LLCC052B 389718.12 274327.83 Bluntington House East Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NR X X Large Victorian house now divided into two dwellings

LLCC053 390568.78 274690.79 Tanwood Lodge Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NU X X Large country house in grounds built some time before 1862. When sold in 1875 described as a suitable residence for a gentleman farmer. No longer a working farm. Sale particulars of 1872 suggest a half-timbered rear

LLCC054 A 390609.06 274688.14 1 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 B 390609.06 274688.14 2 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 C 390609.06 274688.14 3 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 D 390609.06 274688.14 4 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 E 390609.06 274688.14 5 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 F 390609.06 274688.14 6 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC054 G 390609.06 274688.14 7 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building. 

LLCC055 388488.82 272974.87 1 Kingscote Barns Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Barn now dwelling. Probably C19. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC055A 388488.82 272974.87 2 Kingscote Barns Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Barn now dwelling. Probably C19. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC056 388534.72 273200.89 Brockencote Stables Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Former stables now dwelling. C19 brick with tile roof

LLCC056A 388534.72 273200.89 Farriers Cottage Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Former agricultural building now dwelling. C19 brick with tiled roof.

LLCC057 388526.57 273232.52 The Culvert Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Former agricultural building now dwelling. C19 brick with tiled roof.

LLCC058 388554.83 273226.73 The Old Coach House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X C19 Coach house now dwelling. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC059 388728.72 273202.49 Brockencote Hall Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X Early 20th century: Neo William and Mary, symmetrical house with high hipped roof. Reused doorcase of circa 1760. Stands on site of elaborate baronial mansion built by J. G. Bland 1882 for Henry Willis. 

LLCC060 389167.33 273172.22 The Fox Inn Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X X Unlisted public house visible on Tithe map and 1st Edition Ordnance Survey. Exact date of building unknown. Assume late C18/early C19. Painted brickwork. Plain tiled roof with central stacks. Gable stack. Extended.

LLCC061 388446.17 273481.71 Brockencote House Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PS X X Large House c.1700. Brick with tiled roof. Semi-external three flue  stack. Multi-gabled roofs illutrating successive alterations and remodelling.

LLCC062 388780.01 273586.29 Brockencote Lodge Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Arts and Crafts style Victorian Lodge. Brick with jettied timber framed upper floor under steeply pitched decorative tiled roof. Central stack.

LLCC063 388781.17 273628.18 Chaddesley Corbett Village Hall Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QA X X X Village Reading Room.c 1890. Red brick with stone dressings, tiled roof. Central timber belfy. Arts and crafts influenced design.

LLCC064 388891.63 273583.27 Bridge at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Bridge and sluice C19. Red brick with stone and half-round blue brick copings. Brick copings imprinted "Eberham Rowley Regis".

LLCC065 388935.87 273558.14 Bridge at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Bridge, stone, Late C18? Stream now diverted. Stone with stone abutments. Circular piers carry connical stone copings.
LLCC066 388970.07 273434.99 Fishponds and Earthworks at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Mediaeval fish ponds and earthworks

LLCC067 387289.78 273834.52 Winterfold House Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4PW X X Cricket Pavillion. C20. Timber. Pitched tiled roof.

LLCC068 387367.76 273893.99 Winterfold House Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4PW X Water Tower, C19. Brick. Concave pyramidal roof over.

LLCC069 387490.6 273932.33 Winterfold Farm Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard . Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan, including a covered yard, smaller secondary yard. Farmhouse detached set away from the yard. 

LLCC069A 387490.6 273932.33 Winterfold Farm Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Farmhouse, probably C18 with later alterations. Brick with hipped slate roof. Gable and mid-roof central stacks.

LLCC069B 387490.6 273932.33 Glenwood Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Converted farm building now dwelling.

LLCC070 387530.37 273984.88 Fold Cottage Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PL X X Timber framned cottage extended in brick with dormer windows. tiled roof. Central stacks.
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1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark

CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LLCC071 387749.78 273923.1 Lower Lodge Bromsgrove Rd Winterfold Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Lodge. Early C19. Square plan. Single storey. Painted walls. Hipped slate roof with central stack. Modern outbuilding attached to NW corner.

LLCC072 387412.63 276995.4 3 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling with benchmark on s elevation. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.

LLCC073 387426.77 277008.28 2 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.

LLCC074 387441.7 277018.06 1 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.

LLCC075 387404.47 276983.18 Culvert Deansford Lane DY10 4ND X C19 culvert running under Deansford Lane opposite barns

LLCC076 387948.59 277081.29 Deansford Cottage off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X Former Lower Bellington Mill (which was disused in 1884) later became Deansford Cottage; only fragmentary ruinous walls remain.

LLCC077 387922.08 277139.75 Lower bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X Fragmentary remains of mill buildings C19

LLCC078 388473.22 276925.88 Bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X C18 Corn Mill. 3 storeys. Red Brick. Covered in ivy. Roof intact. Windows missing. Some collapse of upper floors within. N Elevation re-fronted c.1900. Derelict but not beyond repair.

LLCC079 388529.6 276936.51 Building N of Bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X Ruinous C18 building, originally 2 storeys, may have housed mill workers. Only w gable survives to full height

LLCC080 388764.41 276557.72 Bridge Worcester Rd Harvington DY10 4NG X X Bridge; C19. stone and brick with brick and stone revetments. Carries the A451 Worcester to Stourbridge Road over the Hoo Brook

LLCC081 388712.05 276416.91 Rock Cottage Tandys Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NG X Dovecote C19, brick with tiled roof. Attached to rear of cottage now much extended.

LLCC082 388714.09 276418.43 The Granary Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NE X X Former farm building now dwelling. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan. 

LLCC083 388658.74 276334.47 Tithe Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NE X X Timber clad former barn now dwelling. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan. 

LLCC084 388658.49 276315.63 2 Tanwood Cottages Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4NT X X C18 cottage not heavily extended; detached C19 pigstye and privy in garden

LLCC085 390378.18 274605.44 Monks Lodge Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Lodge Building C19

LLCC086 388501.6 275712.31 Monks Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Large house. Multi-phase construction, mainly C19. White render with slate roof. Various outbuildings including brick and tile barns.

LLCC087 388344.69 275673.67 Barns at Monks Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Brick and Tile barns C19

LLCC088 389165.97 273616.09 Former Chaddesley Corbett Endowed School The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4SD X X X Former school C18

LLCC089 389188.29 273622.31 Former Chaddesley Corbett Endowed School The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4SD X X Former endowed school C19

LLCC090 389366.4 274149.98 Telephone Kiosk Briar Hill Chaddesley Corbett Worcs DY10 4SQ X X Telephone kiosk. Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir,Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by

LLCC091 389278.86 273789.1 Harkaway House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Worcestershire DY10 4SB X X X Built on site of pauper's cottages 1795 as village workhouse. Brick for original building made on Harvington Common. Used as workhouse until building of Union Workhouse Blakebrook, Kidderminster 1838. 

LLCC092 389109.07 274419.59 Barn Close Cottage The Holloway Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4QD X Mid-C19 detached house. Brick with dentil eaves course, slate roof, central gable end stacks. Three windows, under brick arched heads.

LLCC093 389501.42 272805.88 Racecourse Lodge Ford Hill Chaddesley Corbett Worcs X X Point to point race course

LLCC094 390601.91 274181.52 Badgers Cottage Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NU X Cottage pre-1840, heavily extended

LLCC095 391344.29 274196.46 Astwood Cottage Chaddesley Lane Bournes Green Worcs DY10 4NY X Cottage pre-1840, largely rebuilt

LLCC096 390876.43 274433.98 Tanwood Cross Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Worcs DY10 4NZ X X Victorian Privy and pig sty. Original cottage replaced with modern house.

LLCC097 391135.13 274826.82 The Fruit Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X Pre-1840 farm building now incorporated into modern buildings. Map indicates a benchmark on SW corner of the building.

LLCC098 390935.62 275100.15 Barrow Hill Lane DY10 4PA X Ruins of pre-1840 cottage adjacent to lane and footpath 

LLCC099 390891.86 275346.03 Barrow Hill Cottage Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BJ X Cottage pre-1840 now heavily extended. Render with tiled roof.

LLCC100A 386818.17 271603.23 1 Hames House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X C19 barn now dwelling. Brick, dentil eaves course, clay tile roof

LLCC100B 386834.83 271604.28 2 Hames House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X C19 barn now dwelling. Brick, dentil eaves course, clay tile roof

LLCC100C 386803.08 271548.85 Barn at Bradford House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X X C19 barns, red birck tiled roof. Cistern dated 1882 which may be the date of construction

LLCC101 387160.79 272348.91 Deanslake Cakebole Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4DY X X House, earlier than C19. 1745 map shows road went round to the north of the house. Render with tiled roof. End gable stack. Casement windows.

LLCC102A 388018.93 272450.42 1 The Grove Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X Cottage, probably C18, appears heavily rebuilt.

LLCC102B 388029.35 272460.83 2 The Grove Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X Cottage, probably C18, appears heavily rebuilt.

LLCC103 388177.27 272459.4 Letterbox Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X Cottage, probably post 1840, on site of earlier dwelling

LLCC104A 389188.78 273136.67 1 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. Raised brick parapet to gable. Central stack. Brick with tiled roof. Pitched roof dormer windows.

LLCC104B 389181.32 273128.7 2 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. Central gable stack. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC104C 389189.99 273122.8 3 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. End gable stack. Flat roof dormer. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC104D 389183.06 273115.52 4 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, probably pre-1745. Central stack. Pitched dormer. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC104E 389175.6 273108.94 5 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, probably pre-1745. Brick, tiled roof, some timber framing visible.

LLCC105 389707.16 272813.31 Shutters Cottage Lodge Ford Hill Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QS X Victorian roadside cottage. Brick with tiled roof. Gable stacks.

LLCC105A 389974.67 272746.58 Hill Top Cottage  Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QS X Roadside cottage pre-1840; rendered masonry. Small casement windows. Large exposed gable stack. Slate roof. Modern extension. Proportions suggest much earlier than mid C18 but no evidence on 1745 map.

LLCC106 390289.69 273014.28 Tagg Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RA X X Part-timber frame dwelling. Assume C18 or earlier. Outfarm with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. There has been significant loss (greater than 50%) of traditional buildings. Isolated location. 

LLCC106A 390777.52 272697.86 Wood Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RA X X Farmhouse now dwelling appears heavily modernised. Redeveloped 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead. Dispersed clustered plan. The farmhouse was detached set away from the yard. 

LLCC107 390699.66 275979.1 Lakeside Cottage Drayton Road Drayton Belbroughton Stourbridge DY9 0BF X House, formerly cottages. Post 1840. Overlooking Drayton Pool. Red brick, dentil course to eaves, clay tile roof. Casement windows.

LLCC108 390737.76 276080.85 Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Historic pool created to serve scythe mill at Drayton. Probably C18. Includes earthworks and sluices. HER maps show pool on tithe map (1839) but not on Throckmorton Estate map for Chaddesley Corbett (1745).

LLCC109 391079.94 276457.93 Weybridge Works Drayton Rd Belbroughton Stourbridge DY9 0DJ X X Historic brick wall C19 incorporating earlier stone wall, possibly C18. Formed the boundary to former Weybridge Scythe  works, now repalced by modern industrial unit. Scant ruins of mill remain but these outside District. HER WSM44725:Probably 

19th century stonework with late 19th century brick at the top. Further south continues as Modern wall but 19th century surface. Photographed as part of Historic Buildings of Worcestershire Pilot Project in October 2010.LLCC110 390911.84 276670.52 Drayton Villa Farm Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY90DJ X Early Victorian Farm, post 1840. Includes Barns. Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard. 

LLCC111 390656.56 276093.39 Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Lamp post. C19. Cast Iron.

LLCC112 389688.8 276125.74 Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Letter Box type WB2093 dating from 1905-10. Cast iron with Tudor Crown. Set in wall.

LLCC113 389177.46 273522.53 The Old Police House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QP X X X Victorian Police House. Built as police station in 1863. Architects plans are still in existence and include cell for prisoners etc

LLCC114 389213.87 273459.51 Hunters Ride The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QP X X Victorian house built as vicarage in 1854 and used as such until 1960. There has been a vicarage on this spot since the 15th century. Descriptions of buildings written in 1635 and 1714 still exist.

LLCC115A 389314.19 273528.07 1 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115B 389314.19 273528.07 2 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115C 389314.19 273528.07 3 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115D 389314.19 273528.07 4 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115E 389314.19 273528.07 5 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115F 389314.19 273528.07 6 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115G 389314.19 273528.07 7 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115H 389314.19 273528.07 8 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115I 389314.19 273528.07 9 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115J 389314.19 273528.07 10 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC115K 389314.19 273528.07 11 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.

LLCC116 389191.3 273570.44 Cassians View The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.

LLCC116 389191.3 273570.44 Flat 1 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.

LLCC116 389191.3 273570.44 Flat 2 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.

LLCC116 389191.3 273570.44 Flat 3 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.

LLCC116 389191.3 273570.44 Flat 4 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.

LLCC117A 389867.84 276700.95 Sion Barn Sion Hill Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster  DY10 4PF X X C19 brick and tile barns now residential

LLCC117B 389867.84 276700.95 Sion Farm Sion Hill Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster  DY10 4PF X X C19 brick and tile barns now residential

LLCC118A 387694.5 275398.02 1 Laights Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LX X X C18 brick and tile barns now residential

LLCC118B 387694.5 275398.02 2 Laights Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LX X X C18 brick and tile barns now residential

LLCC119 387662.97 275429.55 Laights Farm Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LX X C19 brick and tile farmhouse

LLCC120A 387481.44 275099.17 1 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.

LLCC120B 387481.44 275099.17 2 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.

LLCC120C 387481.44 275099.17 3 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.

LLCC120D 387481.44 275099.17 4 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.

LLCC121 387330.86 274776.62 The Dog Inn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LN X X X Inn, probably C18, heavily modified, with outbuildings. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC122 387357.79 274685.78 The Smithy Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LJ X X X Smithy, brick and tile, now part of dwelling. C18??

LLCC123 387265.03 274590.76 Kimberley Cottage Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LJ X X Brick and tile cottage, possibly earlier timber framed strcuture within, C18

LLCC124 387017.68 274294.85 The Cottage 6 Mustow Green Kidderminster DY10 4LQ X X Timber framed cottage with later extensions. Assume early C18.

LLCC125 387853.7 274477.11 Herons Pool Harvington Hall Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LR X X C18 brick and tile barn converted to residential use. Associated with listed farm but not within curtilage.

LLCC126A 387370.23 274766.29 1 Steppes Cottages Worcester Road Harvington DY10 4LL X X Timber framed cottages with later extensions. Assume early C18.

LLCC126B 387370.23 274766.29 2 Steppes Cottages Worcester Road Harvington DY10 4LL X X Timber framed cottages with later extensions. Assume early C18.

LLCC127 388200.72 272412.04 Longmore Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Post Office C type letterbox installed in pillar inscribed VR: date probably 1890s.

LLCC128 388391.08 272670.81 Stables at Longmore FarmCakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X C19 brick stables with corrugated tin roof

LLCC129 388418.12 272657.29 Barn at Longmore FarmCakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C18 timber framed barn, timber clad

LLCC130 388691.91 273553.01 Picklewell House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X C19 House now much extended

LLCC131 388618.99 273524.13 22 Brockencote Cottages Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Late C18 cottage, much extended and altered
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Draft Chaddesley Corbett Local Heritage List

For public consultation February-April 2016

1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark

CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description
1 2 3 4 5 6 7

LLCC132 387390.33 274711.34 3 Park Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LW X X Late C18 cottage attached to pair of listed buildings

LLCC133 387401.98 274708.19 Rose Cottage Park Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LW X X Detached house C18 White painted brick, ridge stacks.

LLCC134 390565.42 272543.23 St Anne's Cottage Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RB X Detached cottage pre-1840

LLCC135 390581.31 276034.82 Drayton DY9 0BX X X C18 bridge with brick arch and later parapets carries minor road over The Hoo Brook

LLCC136 390592.22 276047.28 Drayton DY9 0BX X X Cast iron postbox inset into brick wall; B type inscribed EiiR; probably late 1950's.

LLCC137 390600.01 276056.63 Drayton DY9 0BX X X C18 red brick boundary wall with kennel door insitu

LLCC138 390569.36 275993.26 Drayton DY9 0BX X X Fingerpost. Cast iron. Early C20. Kidderminster Rural Disrict Council. Fabricated by Herbert Bale Kidderminster. Orignal arms missing, now has arms to current highway standards.

LLCC139 389629.67 276042.91 Pool House Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X C18 house now extended. Brick with tile roof.

LLCC140 389628.66 276065.13 Brook Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Possibly a former Mill, now house, C18, and much extended and altered. Brick with tiled roof.

LLCC141A 389679.49 276076.44 Bridge Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Pair of C18/19 cottages, pre-1838, brick with tiled roof. 

LLCC141B 389679.49 276076.44 Rock Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Pair of C18/19 cottages, pre-1838, brick with tiled roof. 

LLCC142 389666.14 276066.58 Hillpool DY10 4PD X X Red brick single arch span bridge built between 1745 and 1838. Stone coping. Carries minor public road over the Hoo Brook.

LLCC143 389699.03 274419.12 Bluntington DY10 4NP X X Cast iron postbox inset into brick wall; C type inscribed EiiR; probably late 1950's.

LLCC144 389539.72 276114.12 Springs Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X C18 Mill now extended. Painted brick tiled roof.

LLCC145 389602 276037 Wheel Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X C18  cottage, appears on 1745 map

LLCC146 388959.14 275273.11 Woodrow DY10 4QE X X Red GR postbox C Type inset into brick wall - date c.1920's

LLCC147 389604 272442 Barn Cottage Clattercut Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QU X C18 origins. Timber framed gable. Appears much altered and extended.

LLCC148 388553 273533 Eastcote House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PU X X Fine C18 red brick house with tiled roof. Sash windows.

LLCC149 389262 273783 Elizabeth Cottage The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SD X X Timber framed cottage C17 origins now forming front part of modern house
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Draft Chaddesley Corbett Local Heritage List Appendix 4

For Planning Committee 18th October 2016
1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark
CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
LLCC001 386850.3 271516.9 Bradford House Droitwich Road Torton Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X Farmhouse. Mid C19. Red brick with stone dressings. Hipped slate roof. 3 windows. Ground floor bay windows. Brick and stone porch. Set in extensive grounds.
LLCC002 387520.5 272219.4 Little Paddock Cakebole Kidderminster DY10 4RG X X Four Bay timber framed farmhouse, with modern extension to north. Plain clay tiled roof. Three windows. Central doorway has catslide tiled roof. Probably C17.
LLCC003 387915.5 272314.6 The Old Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Large timber framed barn, assume C18, now dwelling. Horizontal timber boarding over brick plinth. Plain clay tile roof with inserted roof-lights. Part of a loose farmstead cluster with Mintz Cottage.
LLCC004 387958.2 272348.7 Mintz Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Timber framed house now extended. C17. Plain clay tiled roof with decorative gable bargebpards facing road. Part of loose farm cluster with The Old Barn.
LLCC005 388048.5 272389.1 The Maples Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X X Pair of cottages early C19. Extended. Now one house. Brick with tiled roof. End gable stacks, Modern porch.
LLCC006 388103.1 271894.8 Oakfield Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RQ X X Farmhouse. Mid-C18 with some mid-C20 alterations. Brick with tile roof, gable-end stacks. Three storeys. Central entrance, stone steps, open-pediment to doorcase, flat pilasters, semi-elliptical fanlight 6 panel door.
LLCC007 388412.1 272589.1 Thyme Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X C19 former offices now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick string course and stone details. Decorative dentil eaves brickwork. Plain clay tile roof. Timber sash windows. End gable stack. Part of C19 Mill complex.
LLCC008A 388430.3 272605.4 Stable Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C19 Former Stable now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick cills. Hipped tiled roof. Brick dentil eaves and verge.  Timber stained windows under arched blue brick heads.  Part of C19 Mill complex.
LLCC008B 388439.9 272613.4 Granary Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C19 Former Granary now dwelling. Red brick with blue brick cills. Hipped tiled roof. Brick dentil eaves and verge.  Timber stained windows under arched blue brick heads. Modern tiled porch. Part of C19 Mill complex.
LLCC009 388415.1 272613.8 Keepers Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Part of former C19 Corn Mill. Red brick with plain tiled pitched roof. Central stack. Doorway accessed by twin external brick staircases, arched storage area below. Timber stained joinery.
LLCC010A 388392.1 272626.3 1 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC010B 388393.1 272621.7 2 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC010C 388399.4 272620 3 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC010D 388399 272617.4 4 The Old Mill Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC011 388404.6 272617 Poachers Cottage Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC012 388408.8 272615.2 Middle Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Former Corn Mill. C19. Now dwellings. 3-4 storeys. Red brick with blue brick details. Hipped tiled roof. Blue brick dentil eaves courses. Cast iron windows. Earliest steam powered mill in the county.
LLCC013 388412.9 272638.5 Shire Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Barn now two dwellings. C19. Brick with tiled pitched roof, sloping to ground floor eaves. Former cart entrance with dovecote feature and timber glazed screen. Modern timber stained windows and roof lights.
LLCC013A 388407.3 272629.3 Mill Barn Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Barn now two dwellings. C19. Brick with tiled pitched roof, sloping to ground floor eaves. Former cart entrance with dovecote feature and timber glazed screen. Modern timber stained windows and roof lights.
LLCC014 388447.4 272641.8 Longmore Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Farmhouse. C18.  Large house with square plan comprising front range and twin rear wings. Tiled pitched hipped roofs with gable stacks. Two storeys. 8 over 8 timber sash windows. Victorian bay window to side elevation.
LLCC015 388489.7 272609.9 Longmore Farm Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Small single storey agricultural store. C19. Red brick with blue brick cill and arched head window. Plain tile roof. Decorative bargeboards to gable. Adjacent to duck pond.
LLCC016 388748.7 272575.5 The Coach House Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X C19 building. Converted to dwelling c.1972 and prior to listing of Peremore in 1987 (adjacent) and to which it served as the coach house.
LLCC017 388967.3 272714 Netherfold Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick. Clay tiled roof with inserted roof lights. Gable hoist preahps indicates use as grain store. Formerly Lower House Farm Barn. Converted to residential early 1990s.
LLCC018 388998.2 272738.8 Lower House Farm Fox Lane Lower Chaddesley Kidderminster DY10 4RD X X C17-C19 Farmhouse and barns. House is red brick with plain tile roof. Central stack. Principal range of 3 storeys. 3 windows under brick arched heads. Central doorway with classical timber surround and fanlight.
LLCC019 390655.9 272494.9 Outwood Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RB X X C18 Farmhouse and barns. House red brick with plain tiled roof. End gable ridge stacks. L-shaped plan. Three windows. First floor under arched brick heads. Central doorway with classical timber surround.
LLCC020 391162.9 274535.1 Bournes Green Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NZ X X Farmhouse. Late C18/early C19. Red brick with plain clay tile roof. Gable ridge stacks. Central classical doorcase. All windows modern casements. Two-storey extension to N end of house. Brick garden boundary walls.
LLCC021 391165.1 274563.6 Bournes Green Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NZ X X Partially extant 19th century (?) farmstead with unconverted buildings. Loose courtyard with two sides of the courtyard formed by working agricultural buildings.
LLCC022 391466.1 274861.2 Drollis Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X Drollis Farm, (also known as Bournewood Farm) Chaddesley Corbett. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Farmhouse detached side on to the yard.
LLCC023 391469.3 274823.1 Bournewod Barn Drollis Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X C19 Barn now dwelling
LLCC024 390584 275995.6 The Lower House Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BF X X Early C19 house painted brickwork plain clay tile roof. End gable stack. Dentilled brick courses to eaves and verge. Two casement windows. Modern windows. Attached to Forge LLCC030.
LLCC025 390785.5 275734.1 Drayton Mount Farm Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X Farmhouse. Extant 19th century.  Rendered brick. Tiled roof. Principal range two storey plus attic. Two wing ranges, both two storey with attic. House probably pre-dates 1750 with Victorian alterations.
LLCC026 390771.9 275818.4 Vicarage Farm Cottage Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18 Farm Cottage
LLCC026A 390801.8 275822.2 1 Vicarage Farm Barns Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Barns now residential
LLCC026B 390790.3 275815.5 2 Vicarage Farm Barns Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Barns now residential
LLCC026C 390792.5 275832.4 Vicarage Farm Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X C18/19 Farmhouse
LLCC027 390740.3 275763.1 Drayton Court Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BL X Large House. C18, modern additions. Brick with tile roof. Gable stacks. Raised brick parapet gables. Principal range two storeys. Central doorway with classically inspired timber surround.
LLCC028 390601.1 275907.7 Telephone Kiosk Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BN X X various contractors. Cast iron. Square kiosk with domed roof. Unperforated crownsto top panels and margin glazing to windows and door.
LLCC029 390548.6 275921.2 Robin Hood Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BW X X X Inn, possibly C17, now public house; formerly called Robin Hood and Little John PH
LLCC030 390588.5 276009.3 The Forge Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BX X X X Smithy now commercial premises
LLCC031 390650.5 276053.4 Drayton Mill Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X X Former Scythe Works - pre-1840. Includes associated outbuildings, yard and wall. Brick with slate and tiled roofs. Latterly a furniture showroom.Included on the HER
LLCC031A 390612.1 276047.9 Mill Cottage Drayton Road Dyaton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Cottage attached to former Scythe Works. Red brick, shallow pitch slate roof, timber sash windows. Modern porch.
LLCC032 390590.3 276064.7 I Bridge Cottages Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X One of a pair of early 19th century dwellings. Brick with plain clay tiled roof. Central ridge and gable end ridge stacks. 3 storey, 2 casement windows under brick arched heads. Central door under tiled porch.
LLCC033 390579.6 276056.6 2 Bridge Cottages Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X One of a pair of early 19th century dwellings. Brick with plain clay tiled roof. Central ridge and gable end ridge stacks. 3 storey, 2 casement windows under brick arched heads. Central door under tiled porch.
LLCC034 390508.1 276053.7 Robins Nest Egg Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY90BS X X Cottage, brick and tile with exposed remnants of timber frame visible. Probably C17.
LLCC035 390369 276078.6 Yew Tree Cottage Egg Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY90BS X X Cottage, timber framed, external brick chimney stacks. Probably early C18.
LLCC036 389832 276624.1 Sion House Farm Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X X Farmhouse
LLCC037 389690.8 276448.7 Sion House Farm Cottage Sion Hill Hill Popol Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Large brick outbuildings (formerly stables etc) now dwelling. C19 Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC038 389804.6 276606.1 The Granary Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Former granary now dwelling
LLCC039 389826.5 276603.2 Sion Court Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PF X Former barn now dwelling
LLCC040 389657.7 276462.6 Sion House Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Large country house in grounds
LLCC041 389705.6 276140.2 Hill Pool House Sion Hill Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Large house. C19. H plan with additional rear gables. Brick with tiled roof. Central ridge stacks. Timber sash windows.
LLCC042 389014.8 276012.1 The Old Bakehouse Tandys Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4NH X X House. Probably Late C17. Part timber framed
LLCC043 389428.1 275803 School House Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NL X X Former Victorian School. Red brick. Plain clay tile roof. Central ridge stacks. Casement windows. Large oriel window to front elevation. Grecian entrance portico.
LLCC044 389434.7 275366.9 Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X C19 Farmhouse
LLCC045 389452.6 275389.7 Bothy Cottage Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X X Timber framed (former farmhouse?) now barn
LLCC046 389467.3 275360.3 Woodhouse Farm Tandys Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NN X Farm Barns C19
LLCC047 389409.7 274883.7 Dorhall House Woodrow Lane Dorhall Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4QQ X C18/19 farmhouse, red brick, plain clay tile roof. Overhanging eaves and gable bargeboards. External stack. Casement windows under brick arched heads.
LLCC048 389419.2 274841.9 Dorhall Old Farm Woodrow Lane Dorhall Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QQ X X C18/19 barns now converted to a dwelling
LLCC049 389666.6 274434.2 Bluntington Cottage Woodrow Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NP X Cottage, C19, possibly earlier
LLCC050 389784 274421.3 The Old Chapel Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Worcestershire DY10 4NR X X Former methodist chapel and hall now dwelling
LLCC051 389899.9 274410.4 Latchetts Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NR X X C19 house at roadside, painted brick with tiled roof: attached at rear is a timber framed cottage, probably C17.
LLCC052A 389718.1 274327.8 Bluntington House Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NR X X Large Victorian house now divided into two dwellings
LLCC052B 389718.1 274327.8 Bluntington House East Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NR X X Large Victorian house now divided into two dwellings
LLCC053 390568.8 274690.8 Tanwood House Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NU X X Large country house in grounds built some time before 1862. When sold in 1875 described as a suitable residence for a gentleman farmer. No longer a working farm. Sale particulars of 1872 suggest a half-timbered rear
LLCC054 A 390609.1 274688.1 1 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 B 390609.1 274688.1 2 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 C 390609.1 274688.1 3 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 D 390609.1 274688.1 4 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 E 390609.1 274688.1 5 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 F 390609.1 274688.1 6 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC054 G 390609.1 274688.1 7 Tanwood Court Barns Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NT X X Range of brick farmbuildings, once part of Tanwood House Farm. Mid C18 to late C19. The Stock Pen dates to the 18th century and was possibly built as a replacement for an earlier building.
LLCC055 388488.8 272974.9 1 Kingscote Barns Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Barn now dwelling. Probably C19. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC055A 388488.8 272974.9 2 Kingscote Barns Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Barn now dwelling. Probably C19. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC056 388534.7 273200.9 Brockencote Stables Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4RH X X Former stables now dwelling. C19 brick with tile roof
LLCC056A 388534.7 273200.9 Farriers Cottage Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Former agricultural building now dwelling. C19 brick with tiled roof.
LLCC057 388526.6 273232.5 The Culvert Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Former agricultural building now dwelling. C19 brick with tiled roof.
LLCC058 388554.8 273226.7 The Old Coach House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X C19 Coach house now dwelling. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC059 388728.7 273202.5 Brockencote Hall Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X Early 20th century: Neo William and Mary, symmetrical house with high hipped roof. Reused doorcase of circa 1760. Stands on site of elaborate baronial mansion built by J. G. Bland 1882 for Henry Willis.
LLCC060 389167.3 273172.2 The Fox Inn Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X X Unlisted public house visible on Tithe map and 1st Edition Ordnance Survey. Exact date of building unknown. Assume late C18/early C19. Painted brickwork. Plain tiled roof with central stacks. Gable stack. Extended.
LLCC061 388446.2 273481.7 Brockencote House Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PS X X Large House c.1700. Brick with tiled roof. Semi-external three flue  stack. Multi-gabled roofs illutrating successive alterations and remodelling.
LLCC062 388780 273586.3 Brockencote Lodge Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Arts and Crafts style Victorian Lodge. Brick with jettied timber framed upper floor under steeply pitched decorative tiled roof. Central stack.
LLCC063 388781.2 273628.2 Chaddesley Corbett Village Hall Bromsgrove Road Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QA X X X Village Reading Room.c 1890. Red brick with stone dressings, tiled roof. Central timber belfy. Arts and crafts influenced design.
LLCC064 388891.6 273583.3 Bridge at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Bridge and sluice C19. Red brick with stone and half-round blue brick copings. Brick copings imprinted "Eberham Rowley Regis".
LLCC065 388935.9 273558.1 Bridge at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Bridge, stone, Late C18? Stream now diverted. Stone with stone abutments. Circular piers carry connical stone copings.
LLCC066 388970.1 273435 Fishponds and Earthworks at Bromsgrove Rd Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PY X X Mediaeval fish ponds and earthworks
LLCC067 387289.8 273834.5 Winterfold House Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4PW X X Cricket Pavillion. C20. Timber. Pitched tiled roof.
LLCC068 387367.8 273894 Winterfold House Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4PW X Water Tower, C19. Brick. Concave pyramidal roof over.
LLCC069 387490.6 273932.3 Winterfold Farm Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard . Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan, including a covered yard, smaller secondary yard. Farmhouse detached set away from the yard.
LLCC069A 387490.6 273932.3 Winterfold Farm Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Farmhouse, probably C18 with later alterations. Brick with hipped slate roof. Gable and mid-roof central stacks.
LLCC069B 387490.6 273932.3 Glenwood Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Converted farm building now dwelling.
LLCC070 387530.4 273984.9 Fold Cottage Bromsgrove Road Winterfold Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PL X X Timber framned cottage extended in brick with dormer windows. tiled roof. Central stacks.
LLCC071 387749.8 273923.1 Lower Lodge Bromsgrove Rd Winterfold Kidderminster DY10 4PL X X Lodge. Early C19. Square plan. Single storey. Painted walls. Hipped slate roof with central stack. Modern outbuilding attached to NW corner.
LLCC072 387412.6 276995.4 3 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling with benchmark on s elevation. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.
LLCC073 387426.8 277008.3 2 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.
LLCC074 387441.7 277018.1 1 Deansford Barns Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4ND X C19 Barn now dwelling. Red brick with slate roof incorporating roof lights. Timber glazing and infill panels.
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1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark
CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
LLCC075 387404.5 276983.2 Culvert Deansford Lane DY10 4ND X C19 culvert running under Deansford Lane opposite barns
LLCC076 387948.6 277081.3 Deansford Cottage off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X Former Lower Bellington Mill (which was disused in 1884) later became Deansford Cottage; only fragmentary ruinous walls remain.
LLCC077 387922.1 277139.7 Lower bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X Fragmentary remains of mill buildings C19
LLCC078 388473.2 276925.9 Bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X C18 Corn Mill. 3 storeys. Red Brick. Covered in ivy. Roof intact. Windows missing. Some collapse of upper floors within. N Elevation re-fronted c.1900. Derelict but not beyond repair.
LLCC079 388529.6 276936.5 Building N of Bellington Mill off Deansford Lane Harvington Kidderminster X X Ruinous C18 building, originally 2 storeys, may have housed mill workers. Only w gable survives to full height
LLCC080 388764.4 276557.7 Bridge Worcester Rd Harvington DY10 4NG X X Bridge; C19. stone and brick with brick and stone revetments. Carries the A451 Worcester to Stourbridge Road over the Hoo Brook
LLCC082 388714.1 276418.4 The Granary Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NE X X Former farm building now dwelling. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan.
LLCC083 388658.7 276334.5 Tithe Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NE X X Timber clad former barn now dwelling. Extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. Additional, prominent detached elements to the main plan.
LLCC084 388658.5 276315.6 2 Tanwood Cottages Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4NT X X Detached C19 pigstye and privy in garden of former cottage
LLCC085 390378.2 274605.4 Monks Lodge Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Lodge Building C19
LLCC086 388501.6 275712.3 Monks Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Large house. Multi-phase construction, mainly C19. White render with slate roof. Various outbuildings including brick and tile barns.
LLCC087 388344.7 275673.7 Barns at Monks Woodrow Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4NA X X Brick and Tile barns C19
LLCC088 389166 273616.1 Former Chaddesley Corbett Endowed School The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4SD X X X Former school C18
LLCC089 389188.3 273622.3 Former Chaddesley Corbett Endowed School The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4SD X X Former endowed school C19
LLCC090 389366.4 274150 Telephone Kiosk Briar Hill Chaddesley Corbett Worcs DY10 4SQ X X Telephone kiosk. Type K6. Designed 1935 by Sir,Giles Gilbert Scott. Made by
LLCC091 389278.9 273789.1 Harkaway House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Worcestershire DY10 4SB X X X Built on site of pauper's cottages 1795 as village workhouse. Brick for original building made on Harvington Common. Used as workhouse until building of Union Workhouse Blakebrook, Kidderminster 1838.
LLCC092 389109.1 274419.6 Barn Close Cottage The Holloway Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4QD X Mid-C19 detached house. Brick with dentil eaves course, slate roof, central gable end stacks. Three windows, under brick arched heads.
LLCC093 389501.4 272805.9 Racecourse Lodge Ford Hill Chaddesley Corbett Worcs X X Point to point race course
LLCC094 390601.9 274181.5 Badgers Cottage Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4NU X Cottage pre-1840, heavily extended
LLCC096 390876.4 274434 Tanwood Cross Tanwood Lane Bluntington Chaddesley Corbett Worcs DY10 4NZ X X Victorian Privy and pig sty. Original cottage replaced with modern house.
LLCC097 391135.1 274826.8 The Fruit Farm Bournes Green Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PA X Pre-1840 farm building now incorporated into modern buildings. Map indicates a benchmark on SW corner of the building.
LLCC098 390935.6 275100.2 Barrow Hill Lane DY10 4PA X Ruins of pre-1840 cottage adjacent to lane and footpath
LLCC099 390891.9 275346 Barrow Hill Cottage Barrow Hill Lane Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BJ X Cottage pre-1840 now heavily extended. Render with tiled roof.
LLCC100A 386818.2 271603.2 1 Hames House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X C19 barn now dwelling. Brick, dentil eaves course, clay tile roof
LLCC100B 386834.8 271604.3 2 Hames House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X C19 barn now dwelling. Brick, dentil eaves course, clay tile roof
LLCC100C 386803.1 271548.9 Barn at Bradford House Curslow Lane Shenstone Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4EA X X C19 barns, red birck tiled roof. Cistern dated 1882 which may be the date of construction
LLCC101 387160.8 272348.9 Deanslake Cakebole Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4DY X X House, earlier than C19. 1745 map shows road went round to the north of the house. Render with tiled roof. End gable stack. Casement windows.
LLCC102A 388018.9 272450.4 1 The Grove Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X Cottage, probably C18, appears heavily rebuilt.
LLCC102B 388029.3 272460.8 2 The Grove Cakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RF X Cottage, probably C18, appears heavily rebuilt.
LLCC104A 389188.8 273136.7 1 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. Raised brick parapet to gable. Central stack. Brick with tiled roof. Pitched roof dormer windows.
LLCC104B 389181.3 273128.7 2 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. Central gable stack. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC104C 389190 273122.8 3 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, pre-1840. End gable stack. Flat roof dormer. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC104D 389183.1 273115.5 4 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, probably pre-1745. Central stack. Pitched dormer. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC104E 389175.6 273108.9 5 Lower Chaddesley Cottages Kidderminster Road Lower Chaddesley Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QN X X Cottage, one of a group of five, probably pre-1745. Brick, tiled roof, some timber framing visible.
LLCC105 389707.2 272813.3 Shutters Cottage Lodge Ford Hill Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QS X Victorian roadside cottage. Brick with tiled roof. Gable stacks.
LLCC105A 389974.7 272746.6 Hill Top Cottage  Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4QS X Roadside cottage pre-1840; rendered masonry. Small casement windows. Large exposed gable stack. Slate roof. Modern extension. Proportions suggest much earlier than mid C18 but no evidence on 1745 map.
LLCC106 390289.7 273014.3 Tagg Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RA X X Part-timber frame dwelling. Assume C18 or earlier. Outfarm with converted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. There has been significant loss (greater than 50%) of traditional buildings. Isolated location.
LLCC106A 390777.5 272697.9 Wood Farm Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RA X X Farmhouse now dwelling appears heavily modernised. Redeveloped 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead. Dispersed clustered plan. The farmhouse was detached set away from the yard.
LLCC107 390699.7 275979.1 Lakeside Cottage Drayton Road Drayton Belbroughton Stourbridge DY9 0BF X House, formerly cottages. Post 1840. Overlooking Drayton Pool. Red brick, dentil course to eaves, clay tile roof. Casement windows.
LLCC108 390737.8 276080.8 Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Historic pool created to serve scythe mill at Drayton. Probably C18. Includes earthworks and sluices. HER maps show pool on tithe map (1839) but not on Throckmorton Estate map for Chaddesley Corbett (1745).
LLCC109 391079.9 276457.9 Weybridge Works Drayton Rd Belbroughton Stourbridge DY9 0DJ X X Historic brick wall C19 incorporating earlier stone wall, possibly C18. Formed the boundary to former Weybridge Scythe  works, now repalced by modern industrial unit. Scant ruins of mill remain but these outside District. HER

WSM44725:Probably 19th century stonework with late 19th century brick at the top. Further south continues as Modern wall but 19th century surface. Photographed as part of Historic Buildings of Worcestershire Pilot Project in October 2010.LLCC110 390911.8 276670.5 Drayton Villa Farm Drayton Road Drayton Stourbridge DY90DJ X Early Victorian Farm, post 1840. Includes Barns. Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with unconverted buildings. Regular courtyard of L-plan. The farmhouse is detached and set away from the yard.
LLCC111 390656.6 276093.4 Drayton Stourbridge DY9 0BT X Lamp post. C19. Cast Iron.
LLCC112 389688.8 276125.7 Hill Pool Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Letter Box type WB2093 dating from 1905-10. Cast iron with Tudor Crown. Set in wall.
LLCC113 389177.5 273522.5 The Old Police House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QP X X X Victorian Police House. Built as police station in 1863. Architects plans are still in existence and include cell for prisoners etc
LLCC114 389213.9 273459.5 Hunters Ride The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QP X X Victorian house built as vicarage in 1854 and used as such until 1960. There has been a vicarage on this spot since the 15th century. Descriptions of buildings written in 1635 and 1714 still exist.
LLCC115A 389314.2 273528.1 1 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115B 389314.2 273528.1 2 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115C 389314.2 273528.1 3 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115D 389314.2 273528.1 4 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115E 389314.2 273528.1 5 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115F 389314.2 273528.1 6 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115G 389314.2 273528.1 7 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115H 389314.2 273528.1 8 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115I 389314.2 273528.1 9 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115J 389314.2 273528.1 10 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC115K 389314.2 273528.1 11 Fold Court The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Partially extant 19th century (?) unlisted farmstead with converted buildings. Regular courtyard with L-plan range plus detached buildings to the fourth side of the yard. Additional, prominent detached elements.
LLCC116 389191.3 273570.4 Cassians View The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.
LLCC116 389191.3 273570.4 Flat 1 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.
LLCC116 389191.3 273570.4 Flat 2 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.
LLCC116 389191.3 273570.4 Flat 3 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.
LLCC116 389191.3 273570.4 Flat 4 Spencer House The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SA X X X Former 19th century school building brick with tile roof. Gothic influenced architecture. Now 4 flats and 1 house. Replacement timber windows. Tall brick multi-flue stacks.
LLCC118A 387694.5 275398 1 Laights Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LX X X C18 brick and tile barns now residential
LLCC118B 387694.5 275398 2 Laights Barn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LX X X C18 brick and tile barns now residential
LLCC119 387663 275429.5 Laights Farm Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LX X C19 brick and tile farmhouse
LLCC120A 387481.4 275099.2 1 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.
LLCC120B 387481.4 275099.2 2 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.
LLCC120C 387481.4 275099.2 3 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.
LLCC120D 387481.4 275099.2 4 Elm Place Worcester Rd Harvington Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4LU X Row of 4 Cottages. Victorian. Brick with tiled roof. Extended. Decorative gables.
LLCC121 387330.9 274776.6 The Dog Inn Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LN X X X Inn, probably C18, heavily modified, with outbuildings. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC122 387357.8 274685.8 The Smithy Forge Cottage Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster DY10 4LJ X X X Smithy, brick and tile, now part of dwelling. C18??
LLCC123 387265 274590.8 Kimberley Cottage Worcester Road Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LJ X X Brick and tile cottage, possibly earlier timber framed strcuture within, C18
LLCC124 387017.7 274294.8 The Cottage 6 Mustow Green Kidderminster DY10 4LQ X X Timber framed cottage with later extensions. Assume early C18.
LLCC125 387853.7 274477.1 Herons Pool Harvington Hall Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LR X X C18 brick and tile barn converted to residential use. Associated with listed farm but not within curtilage.
LLCC126A 387370.2 274766.3 1 Steppes Cottages Worcester Road Harvington DY10 4LL X X Timber framed cottages with later extensions. Assume early C18.
LLCC126B 387370.2 274766.3 2 Steppes Cottages Worcester Road Harvington DY10 4LL X X Timber framed cottages with later extensions. Assume early C18.
LLCC127 388200.7 272412 Longmore Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X Post Office C type letterbox installed in pillar inscribed VR: date probably 1890s.
LLCC128 388391.1 272670.8 Stables at Longmore FarmCakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X C19 brick stables with corrugated tin roof
LLCC129 388418.1 272657.3 Barn at Longmore FarmCakebole Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RE X X C18 timber framed barn, timber clad
LLCC130 388691.9 273553 Picklewell House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X C19 House now much extended
LLCC131 388619 273524.1 22 Brockencote Cottages Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PY X X Late C18 cottage, much extended and altered
LLCC132 387390.3 274711.3 3 Park Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LW X X Late C18 cottage attached to pair of listed buildings
LLCC133 387402 274708.2 Rose Cottage Park Lane Harvington Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4LW X X Detached house C18 White painted brick, ridge stacks.
LLCC134 390565.4 272543.2 St Anne's Cottage Bromsgrove Road Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4RB X Detached cottage pre-1840
LLCC135 390581.3 276034.8 Drayton DY9 0BX X X C18 bridge with brick arch and later parapets carries minor road over The Hoo Brook
LLCC136 390592.2 276047.3 Drayton DY9 0BX X X Cast iron postbox inset into brick wall; B type inscribed EiiR; probably late 1950's.
LLCC137 390600 276056.6 Drayton DY9 0BX X X C18 red brick boundary wall with kennel door insitu
LLCC138 390569.4 275993.3 Drayton DY9 0BX X X Fingerpost. Cast iron. Early C20. Kidderminster Rural Disrict Council. Fabricated by Herbert Bale Kidderminster. Orignal arms missing, now has arms to current highway standards.
LLCC139 389629.7 276042.9 Pool House Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X C18 house now extended. Brick with tile roof.
LLCC140 389628.7 276065.1 Brook Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Possibly a former Mill, now house, C18, and much extended and altered. Brick with tiled roof.
LLCC141 389679.5 276076.4 Belne Brook Farm Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X Pair of C18/19 cottages, pre-1838, brick with tiled roof.
LLCC142 389666.1 276066.6 Hillpool DY10 4PD X X Red brick single arch span bridge built between 1745 and 1838. Stone coping. Carries minor public road over the Hoo Brook.
LLCC143 389699 274419.1 Bluntington DY10 4NP X X Cast iron postbox inset into brick wall; C type inscribed EiiR; probably late 1950's.
LLCC144 389539.7 276114.1 Springs Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X X C18 Mill now extended. Painted brick tiled roof.
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Draft Chaddesley Corbett Local Heritage List Appendix 4

For Planning Committee 18th October 2016
1=Age; 2=Architectural Interest; 3=Social and Communal Value; 4=Associated with famous people; 5=Rarity; 6=Historic Associations; 7=Landmark
CC No. East North Postal Address Qualifying Criteria Brief Description

1 2 3 4 5 6 7
LLCC145 389602 276037 Wheel Cottage Hill Pool Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster DY10 4PD X C18  cottage, appears on 1745 map
LLCC146 388959.1 275273.1 Woodrow DY10 4QE X X Red GR postbox C Type inset into brick wall - date c.1920's
LLCC147 389604 272442 Barn Cottage Clattercut Lane Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcs DY10 4QU X C18 origins. Timber framed gable. Appears much altered and extended.
LLCC148 388553 273533 Eastcote House Dobes Lane Brockencote Chaddesley Corbett DY10 4PU X X Fine C18 red brick house with tiled roof. Sash windows.
LLCC149 389262 273783 Elizabeth Cottage The Village Chaddesley Corbett Kidderminster Worcestershire DY10 4SD X X Timber framed cottage C17 origins now forming front part of modern house

Page 3 of 3
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WYRE FOREST DISTRICT COUNCIL 
 

PLANNING COMMITTEE 
18TH OCTOBER 2016 

 
Local Heritage List Procedures 

 

OPEN 

DIRECTOR: Director of Economic Prosperity and 
Place 

CONTACT OFFICER: Peter Bassett – Extension 2536 
Peter.Bassett@wyreforestdc.gov.uk 

APPENDICES: Appendix 1 : Criteria and methodology for 
the selection of non-designated heritage 
assets for inclusion on the Local Heritage 
List – Wyre Forest District 
Appendix 2 : Proposed arrangement to 
deal with requests for additions or 
deletions to the Local Heritage List – 
Wyre Forest District. 

 

 
1.  PURPOSE OF REPORT 
 
1.1 To inform Members of the introduction of revised guidance from 

Historic England in respect of the selection criteria for Local Heritage 
Lists and to seek adoption of this criteria, for all future additions and 
alterations to the Local Heritage List. 
 

1.2 To inform Members of the proposed revised arrangements for the 
addition, deletion or amendment of entries on the Local Heritage List 
and to seek adoption of these arrangements. 

 
2. RECOMMENDATION 
 
2.1 To APPROVE the adoption of the revised selection criteria and 

methodology for future Local Heritage Lists, as Appendix 1. 
 

2.2 To APPROVE the adoption of the revised arrangements for the 
addition, deletion or amendment of entries on Local Heritage Lists 
within Wyre Forest District, as Appendix 2. 

 
3. BACKGROUND 
 

National Legislation 
3.1 Section 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework published on 

27th March 2012 sets out the Government’s agenda for Conserving and 
enhancing the historic environment.  
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3.2 The National Planning Policy Framework at paragraph 126 states that 

“Local planning authorities should set out in their Local Plan a positive 
strategy for the conservation and enjoyment of the historic 
environment”.  

 
3.3 The National Planning Practice Guidance at paragraph 039 states that 

“Local planning authorities may identify non-designated heritage assets. 
These are buildings, monuments, sites, places, areas or landscapes 
identified as having a degree of significance meriting consideration in 
planning decisions but which are not formally designated heritage 
assets. In some areas, local authorities identify some non-designated 
heritage assets as ‘locally listed’.” 

 
3.4 The National Planning Practice Guidance at paragraph 128 states that 

in determining applications [for development], local planning authorities 
should require an applicant to describe the significance of any heritage 
assets affected, including any contribution made by their setting.  
 

3.5 This means that a local authority may recognise certain heritage assets 
as having heritage significance meriting consideration in planning 
matters. So for example where planning permission is being 
considered, the fact that a heritage asset appears on the Local 
Heritage List is a valid consideration when determining the outcome of 
that application. 

 
 District Policies and Objectives 
3.6 The Adopted Wyre Forest District Site Allocations and Policies Local 

Plan (July 2013) states that the “District contains a variety of heritage 
assets...these assets, both designated and non-designated, all 
combine to provide a sense of place and help to make the area unique. 
The continued preservation, maintenance and enhancement of existing 
assets, as well as identification of additional features, is seen as a key 
objective for the future development of the District.” 

 
3.7 The principal policy contained within the Adopted Wyre Forest District 

Site Allocations and Policies Local Plan (July 2013) which directly 
relates to the Local Heritage List is Policy SAL.UP6. 

 
 Community Involvement 
3.8 The Local List plays an important role in celebrating heritage that is 

valued by the community at the local level.  
 

3.9 The process of preparing a Local Heritage List allows local people to 
identify local heritage that they would like recognised and protected. It 
is also an opportunity for local authorities and communities to work in 
partnership to jointly identify heritage assets that are valued as 
distinctive elements of the local historic environment. Creating a Local 
Heritage List also helps to improve access to clear, comprehensive and 

http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/annex-2-glossary/
http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/annex-2-glossary/
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current information about the historic environment at the local level 
through resources such as Historic Environment Records (HERs). 

 
4. KEY ISSUES 
 
4.1 In order to be able to assess and justify heritage assets for inclusion on 

a Local Heritage List, on 18th April 2012 the Planning Committee 
endorsed the adoption selection criteria and methodology for inclusion 
on the Local Heritage List, which is a non-statutory list.  

 
4.2 In May 2016 Historic England issued revised guidance on the selection 

of heritage assets and the methodology for consultation on Local 
Heritage Lists, and thus the endorsement of the Planning Committee is 
sought for those revised criteria as explained in Appendix 1. 

 
4.3 Periodically the District Council receives requests to add or delete or 

amend entries on the Local Heritage List. It is proposed to formalise 
this process as explained in Appendix 2. 

 
5. RELATED DECISIONS 
 

5.1 In order to be able to assess and justify properties for inclusion on the 
Local List, a set of criteria were adopted by Council on 18th April 2012 
and are included in Appendix 1 of this report. 

 
6. RELEVANT COUNCIL POLICIES AND STRATEGIES 
 
6.1 The Local Heritage List is in line with the key Heritage aim of the 

Adopted Local Plan: “The continued preservation, maintenance and 
enhancement of existing assets, as well as identification of additional 
features, is seen as a key objective for the future development of the 
District”.  
 

7. WARDS AFFECTED 
 

7.1 All wards within Wyre Forest District. 
 
8. FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
8.1 There are no financial implications.  
 
9. LEGAL AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
9.1 There are no legal or policy implications.  
 
10. RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
10.1 There are no risk management issues  
 
11. EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
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11.1 There are no equality impact issues. 
 
12.   CONCLUSION 
   
12.1  Officers are of the opinion that there are three potential courses of 

action for the Committee to consider as set out below: 

a)  Adopt the revised selection criteria and methodology for all 
future Local Heritage Lists as Appendix 1 which will supersede 
that previously adopted on 18th April 2012; 

 
b)  Adopt the revised arrangements for the addition, deletion or 

amendment of entries on the Local Heritage List as Appendix 2; 

c) Adopt neither of the revised arrangements. 

12.2 It is Officers’ opinion that both a) and b), as summarised above, be 
adopted in respect of all future Local Heritage Lists and amendments to 
the existing List. 

13.  CONSULTEES 
 
13.1 None 
 
14. APPENDICES  
 

14.1  Appendix 1: Criteria and methodology for the selection of non-
designated heritage assets for inclusion on the Local Heritage List – 
Wyre Forest District. 

 
14.2 Appendix 2: Proposed arrangement to deal with requests for additions 

or deletions to the Local Heritage List – Wyre Forest District. 
 
15. BACKGROUND PAPERS  
 

15.1 There are no background papers. 
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CRITERIA AND METHODOLOGY FOR THE SELECTION OF NON-
DESIGNATED HERITAGE ASSETS FOR INCLUSION ON THE LOCAL 
HERITAGE LIST -  WYRE FOREST DISTRICT 
 
Background 
 
The National Planning Policy Framework at paragraph 126 states that “Local 
planning authorities should set out in their Local Plan a positive strategy for 
the conservation and enjoyment of the historic environment”.  
 
The National Planning Practice Guidance at paragraph 039 states that “Local 
planning authorities may identify non-designated heritage assets. These are 
buildings, monuments, sites, places, areas or landscapes identified as having 
a degree of significance meriting consideration in planning decisions but 
which are not formally designated heritage assets. In some areas, local 
authorities identify some non-designated heritage assets as ‘locally listed’.” 
 
The Adopted Wyre Forest District Site Allocations and Policies Local Plan 
(July 2013) states that the “District contains a variety of heritage 
assets...these assets, both designated and non-designated, all combine to 
provide a sense of place and help to make the area unique. The continued 
preservation, maintenance and enhancement of existing assets, as well as 
identification of additional features, is seen as a key objective for the future 
development of the District.” 
 
The principal policy contained within the Adopted Wyre Forest District Site 
Allocations and Policies Local Plan (July 2013) which directly relates to the 
Local Heritage List is Policy SAL.UP6. 
 
Selection Criteria 
 
The selection criteria for Local Heritage Lists within Wyre Forest District 
should reflect those contained in Historic England’s Advice Note 7: Local 
Heritage Listing published in May 2016.  
 
Section 7 of that document, “Defining the Scope of the Local Heritage List” 
identifies selection criteria in tabular form, as shown below. 
 
A heritage asset does not need to meet all criteria, but should be of a definite 
quality and character. Due to the amount of non-designated heritage assets 
within the District careful selection is required, and only the most suitable 
should be included. Without careful selection, the Local Heritage List could 
become unmanageable. 
 

http://planningguidance.communities.gov.uk/blog/policy/achieving-sustainable-development/annex-2-glossary/
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Methodology for Inclusion on Local Heritage List 
 
In order to justify the inclusion of a heritage asset on the Local Heritage List, 
there needs to be a methodology for both the inclusion and for the removal of 
assets, as and when it is deemed necessary. The following points set out the 
basis for this. 
 

 An initial survey of the District shall be undertaken to pinpoint and 
identify likely heritage assets for inclusion on the Local Heritage List, 
according to the criteria set out above. This has already been 
undertaken for the urban areas of Stourport-on-Severn, Bewdley, 
Kidderminster, The Severn Valley Railway, and in three rural areas: 
Wolverley and Cookley; Churchill and Blakedown; and Chaddesley 
Corbett. It is proposed to survey the remainder of the District as 
resources permit to generate further local heritage lists. 

 

 Future surveys should be undertaken in conjunction with the local 
community as advocated by Historic England’s Advice Note 7: Local 
Heritage Listing (May 2016). This will usually take the form of a local 
group, such as a Parish Plan Review Group which will be comprised of 
residents of the parish, and coordinated by the Parish Council.  

 

 To assist in this process, recommendations from the public, and from 
other interested parties, including the Civic Societies and the Town and 
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Parish Councils, will be invited, and considered alongside the results 
from the surveys. 

 

 Prior to the inclusion of a heritage asset on the Local Heritage List, a 
period of consultation shall take place, involving the owner, occupier (if 
different), neighbours, the appropriate statutory consultee and other 
interested parties. This will involve notification of intent, providing 
information on relevant policies, and the impact of inclusion on the 
owner and/or occupier, and identifying support or reticence for 
inclusion. 

 

 After consultation, the Conservation officer will recommend to the 
Planning Committee whether the heritage asset should be included on 
the Local Heritage List, or not. The consultation will ask for the 
response from the owner/ occupier on their opinion of inclusion, and 
this will form part of the decision for inclusion or otherwise. However, it 
should be noted that, if the heritage asset is considered significant 
enough within the criteria set out above, then the Council will be 
recommended to agree its inclusion. 

 

 The removal of a heritage asset from the Local Heritage List will only 
be considered where it is deemed that the asset has lost its 
significance in the local scene. This can be, for example, through 
demolition, inappropriate development or unsympathetic material 
alterations to the fabric of the asset. The Conservation Officer will, in 
these circumstances, recommend that these assets are removed from 
the Local Heritage List. 

 

 Periodically a full review of the Local Heritage List will be undertaken, 
identifying heritage assets that should be included or removed. If, prior 
to the full review being undertaken, there is a request that a heritage 
asset should be removed from the Local Heritage List, or if one should 
be included, this will be in accordance with the arrangements set out in 
Appendix 4 of this report. Such requests can be made from any 
interested party, including the owner, occupier, Town or Parish 
Councils, Civic Society, or neighbour. 

 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Bassett 
Conservation Officer 
25th July 2016 
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PROPOSED ARRANGEMENTS TO DEAL WITH REQUESTS FOR 
ADDITIONS OR DELETIONS TO THE LOCAL HERITAGE LIST - WYRE 
FOREST DISTRICT 
 

 
1. Following the compilation and approval of the Local Heritage Lists for 

Kidderminster, Stourport-on-Severn, Bewdley, The Severn Valley Railway 
and the rural Parishes, requests for additions or deletions to these lists will 
be considered and assessed by the Council’s Conservation Officer as 
soon as is reasonably practicable.  

 

2. Where such requests are supported by the Conservation Officer and no 
objections are received from the land owners/ occupiers, the Director of 
Economic Prosperity and Place is to be authorised to amend the Local 
Heritage List. 

 
3. Where requests are supported by the Conservation Officer, but objections 

are received from land owners/ occupiers, then the matter will be reported 
to the Cabinet Member for Planning and Economic Regeneration for 
decision.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Peter Bassett 
Conservation Officer 
25th July 2016 
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SECTION 106 OBLIGATION MONITORING 
 
NOTE:  THIS LIST IS NOT EXHAUSTIVE BUT DETAILS THE MOST ‘CURRENT’ OBLIGATIONS, WHICH REQUIRE MONITORING 
 

This list only records applications dating back to 2010 and should Members wish to see records relating to applications before then, 
they are available on request.  Members are advised that S106 Agreements will only appear as ‘completed’ once the relevant 
planning application has been determined. 

 
Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 
16/0480/S106 

 

Tesco Stores Ltd 
Castle Road 
Kidderminster 

 

Variation of existing S106 regarding car 
parking management 

 

- 
 

Draft being prepared 

 
16/0096/FULL 

 

Eagles Nest 
Coningsby Drive 
Kidderminster 

 

£10,000 to provide new bus 
shelter 

 

 

First occupation 
 

Draft out for approval 

 
16/0089/FULL 

 

Corner of Castle Road 
and Park Lane 
Kidderminster 

 

Public Open Space contribution 
of £6,878 towards St George’s 
Park ‘Bandstand’ project’ 

 

 
Prior to first occupation 

 
Agreement completed 
19.4.16 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 
16/0003/OUTL 

 

Land South of 
Stourbridge Road 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution (exact 
figure will depend upon 
number and mix of houses) 

 £20,000 contribution towards 
bus shelter provision 

 Open Space contribution 
(exact figure will depend 
upon number and mix of 
houses) 

 30% Affordable Housing 

 Biodiversity enhancements   

 

  
Draft being prepared 

 

15/0480/FULL 

 

The Beeches 
Ribbesford 
Bewdley 

 

To prevent the implementation 
of Planning Permission 
11/0246/FULL and/or 
14/0259/FULL as well as this 
permission 

 

 
Commencement of 
development 

 
Agreement completed 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

15/0429/FULL 
 

Units 1-4 Baldwin Road 
Stourport on Severn 

 

 30% Affordable Housing 
provision.  3 units (1 x 2 bed 
and 2 x 3 bed) 

 Public Open Space provision 
- £7,614.84 

 

 

 Prior to occupation of 
general market 
dwellings 

 

 
Agreement completed 

 

15/0305/OUTL 

 

Site of Former Sion Hill 
Middle School 
Sion Hill 
Kidderminster 

 

 Public Open Space : Will be 
based on the following 
calculation: 
-  Number of childbed 

spaces – 24 x £20.47 
There is 50% for affordable 
housing units. 

 

 

 Prior to first occupation 

 

 

Draft agreement with 
applicant’s solicitors 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

     
   Education Contributions : Will be 

based on the following 
- 1 bed dwelling of any type = £0 
- 2 bed house = £2119 
- 3 bed house = £2119 
- 4+ bed house = £3179 
- 2+ bed flats/apartments = £848 
- Affordable Housing = £0 
(To be payable to one of the 
following:  
- Wolverley Sebright Primary School  
- St Oswald’s C of E Primary School 
- Wolverley High School) 
 

 Affordable Housing - Total 9 units 
(19.5%) - 79% / 21.5% in favour of 
Social Rented 

 
- 1 bed social rented  = 28.5% 
- 2 bed social rented   = 36% 
- 2 bed shared ownership 

= 21.5% 
- 3 bed social rented = 14% 

 
Highway Contribution of £22,000 for 
bus shelters 

 

 Prior to first occupation 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Prior to occupation of 
one third of GMD 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Commencement of 
development 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

14/0591/FULL/
OUT 

 
West Midland Safari Park 
Spring Grove 
Bewdley 

 
Highway Contribution of £87,000 to 
provide additional Sunday bus services 
on Sundays and Bank Holidays routing 
between Kidderminster Railway Station 
and Bewdley Town Centre.   

 

Prior to the 
commencement of 
development 

 

Agreement completed 
19.4.16 

 

14/0358/FULL 

 

Land adjacent 
29 Mitton Street 
Stourport on Severn 

 

 Education contribution of 
£43,656,00 

 Public Open Space provision 
of £6,877.92 (allocation of 
funds to be confirmed) 

 

 

 First residential 
occupation  

 First residential 
occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed.   
 
 

 

14/0105/FULL 
 

Stone Manor Hotel 
Stone 
Chaddesley Corbett 

 

 Education contribution of £9,810 
 

 Open Space provision of £2,862.72 
 

 

 Commencement of 
development 

 First residential 
occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
14/0056/FULL 

 
Land at 
Sebright Road 
Wolverley 

 
Open Space provision of £6,679.68 
 

 

First residential occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed  
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

14/0027/OUTL 

 

Chichester Caravans 
Vale Road 
Stourport on Severn 

 

 Education Contribution of £48,069 – 
to be used at Stourport Primary 
School / Stourport High School 

 Public Open Space Contribution of 
£11,450.88 – to be used at 
Riverside, Stourport 

 30% Affordable Housing Provision – 
8 units (4 Social Rent / 4 Shared 
Ownership) 1 No. House and 7 No. 
Apartments. 

 

 First residential 
occupation  

 

 First residential 
occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed. 
 
 

 

13/0657/FULL 
 

Former Garage Site 
Off Orchard Close 
Rock 

 

Open Space provision of £1,908.48 

 

 

First residential occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

13/0645/FULL 

 

Land adjacent to 
Upton Road 
Kidderminster 

 

Open Space provision of £2,385.60 
 

 

First residential occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed. 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

  

13/0573/FULL 

 

Coopers Arms 
Canterbury Road 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution of £12,714 
 

 Open space provision of £4,294.08 
 

 

 Commencement of 
development 

 First residential 
occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

13/0553/EIA 

 

Land at Nelson Road 
Sandy Lane 
Stourport on Severn 

 
Ecological mitigation scheme and future 
management of wetlands 

 
Upon completion 

 
Draft being prepared 

 

13/0494/FULL 

 

Reilloc Chain 
Stourport Road 
Kidderminster 

 

 

Public Open Space contribution 
of £13,896 
(The agreement should replicate 
the agreement previously 
agreed under reference 
13/0049/FULL) 

 

First residential occupation 
 

 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed. 
 
 

 

13/0465/FULL 
 

Stadium Close 
Aggborough 
Kidderminster 

 

 Public Open Space 
contribution of  £6,202.56 

 Transport contribution – To 
be confirmed 

  

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

13/0082/FULL 

 

Riverside Building 
Former  
Carpets of Worth Site 
Severn Road 
Stourport on Severn 

 

 Education contribution of £9,810 

 Public Open Space contribution of 
£2,316 

 Affordable Housing – 3 no. 
dwellings 

  
Draft with applicant’s 
solicitors and remains 
unsigned 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

13/0208/FULL 

 

Corner of Castle Road 
and Park Lane 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution of £16,952 

 Highway contribution of £3,660 for 
Traffic Regulation Order 

 Public Open Space contribution of 
£3,816.96 

 

Phased occupation/sale of 
properties 

 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

13/0299/FULL 

 

Former Garage Site 
Bredon Avenue 
Kidderminster 

 

Public Open Space contribution of 
£1,192.80 

 
First occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
13/0282/FULL 

 

Stone Manor Hotel 
Stone 
Chaddesley Corbett 

 

 Education contribution of  
£24,525 

 Public Open Space 
contribution of £4,771.20 

 
Completion 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
13/0186/FULL 

 
Former Sutton Arms 
Sutton Park Road 

 

Variation to education contributions  
 

First occupation 
 
Agreement signed and 
completed 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 
13/0193/FULL 

 
78 Mill Street 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution of  
£12,714 

 Public Open Space 
contribution of £1,908.48 

 Affordable Housing – at 30% 
resulting in 4 no. of the 13 
no. Units being for affordable 
housing 

 

First occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

13/0049/FULL 

 

Reilloc Chain 
Stourport Road 
Kidderminster 

 

 Public Open Space Contribution of 
£13,896 

 Affordable housing 

 
First occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

12/0321/FULL 
 

Unit 2 
Greenacres Lane 
Bewdley 

 
Provision of a dry access across third 
party land (two plots) 

 

Prior to occupation 
 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

12/0507/FULL 
 

Land off Clensmore 
Street 
Churchfields 
Kidderminster 

 
Supplemental agreement to confirm the 
terms of the original apply to the new 
application 

  
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
12/0690/FULL 

 
5 and 6 Church Street 
Kidderminster 

 
Education Contribution of £2,542.80 
 

 

First occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
12/0447/FULL 

 
Six Acres 
Castle Hill Lane 
Wolverley 

 
An obligation not to carry out any further 
work in respect of the planning 
permission issued under 11/0345/Full 

  
Awaiting proof of title 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

  
12/0667/FULL 

 
British Red Cross Society 
Redcross House 
Park Street 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution of 
£3,390.40 

 Open Space contribution of 
£2,779.20 

 

First occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

  
12/0644/S106 

 
Primary Care Centre 
Hume Street 
Kidderminster 

 
Variation to allow a Community 
Transport contribution to replace 
already agreed public transport 
contribution 

  
Draft out for agreement 

 
12/0623/FULL 

 

Land adjacent 
7 Hartlebury Road 
Stourport on Severn 

 

 Education contribution of £15,696 

 Open Space contribution of £2,316 

 
First occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
12/0433/FULL 

 
Caunsall Farm  
100 Caunsall Road 
Caunsall 

 
Revocation of Secretary of State’s 
decision dated 19 March 1979 which 
allowed a retail shop 

 
Development implemented 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

12/0146/EIA 

 

Former British Sugar Site 
Stourport Road 
Kidderminster 

 

(i)   a minimum of 12% affordable 
 housing; 
(ii) £100k towards a MOVA to be 
 installed to increase the capacity 
 at the junction of Stourport 

Road/Walter Nash Road West; 
(iii) a minimum of £90k towards 
 maintaining three areas of 
  informal open space (i. the 
 knoll, ii. the informal space to 
 the south of the site, iii. the 
 wooded embankment adjacent 
 to the canal) 
(iv) up to £35k towards public realm 

 

Phased triggers 
 

 

Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

11/0471/FULL 
 

Clent Avenue, 
Kidderminster 

 
Open space contribution of £2,023.92 

 

First occupation 
 

Agreement signed and 
completed 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 
11/0163/FULL 

 
Churchfields Business 
Park, 
Clensmore Street 
Kidderminster 

 

 Affordable housing 22% (49 units – 
17 shared ownership / 32 social 
rented) 

 

 Education - £150 000 

 AQMA - £29 000 (towards  

 Appropriate traffic management 
scheme to reduce emissions) 

 

 Sustainable Transport - £35 000 
(towards refurbishing Limekiln 
bridge) 

 Highway Improvements - £284 000 
(as indicated in Churchfields 
Masterplan including but not limited 
to improving bus services 9/9a) 

 Open Space £200 000 

 
Prior to occupation of one 
third general market 
dwellings in phase 1 and 
50% in phase 2 
 
1st dwelling in phase 1 & 
106th in Phase 2 
 
Commencement of 
development 
 
 
Commencement of 
development 
 
1st dwelling in phase 1 & 
106th in Phase 2 
 
On site:5 years after 
landscaping completed & 
maintained 
 
Offsite: 1st dwelling in 
phase 1 & 106th in Phase 2 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed. 
 
Phase 1 triggers met and 
payments received 
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Application 

Number 
 

Site Provisions 
 

Triggers for Compliance Performance 

 

10/0550/FULL 

 

Land adjacent to 
Sebright Road, 
Kidderminster 

 

 Public open space 
contribution of £3055.92 

 Sustainable transport 
contribution of £90.00 

 
Commencement of 
development 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 
10/0347/FULL 

 

Hume Street, 
Kidderminster 

 

 Bus Service contribution £58,000 
 

 Highways contribution £22,000 

 

 Commencement of 
Development 

 First occupation 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 

 

10/0165/FULL 
 

Rear of 78 Mill Street 
Kidderminster 

 

 Education contribution  

 Public Open Space contribution 

 

 First dwelling to be 
occupied 

 
Agreement signed and 
completed 
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